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the spiritual results he is working in our

ed, and this poison was rank and deadly,

midst, and verilying+it by a process as
scientific as the verification of physical
facts and laws; and also the certainty that

though

effects and

like, mechanical movements of a medieval

~The Morning Star,
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WEDNESDAY,

i

world-wide

diffusion

Ouce more, on balmy

an hour and a half.

a

Two other remarkable utterances during

the week rose almost to the level of Mr.
Clifford's discourse.
Dr.

Landels

One was a speech by

on the evils of Ritualism, and

the other a speech by Mr. Rosevenr, on the

new, foes"bf the gospel-in
century.

this ninétetnth

Dr.

Landels’ speech was one of
It was
closely veasoned, admirably illustrated
splendidly delivered. It was, without exception,—save, indeed, his own incompar .
able missionary speech at Exeter Hall ’
some years ago,—the finest piece of oratory I ever heard from a Christian minister
on a religious platform. There were in’ it
the sweep and roll of Edward Irving's bil-

his.-best and most finished efforts,

lowy,

Atlantic-wave-tide

style,

the stirring trumpet appeals of Spurgeon, or Beecher, or Bright.
The audi-

Coolness ani calm ;
Thou, in whom is no night,
Up to thy world of light
Guide Thou our feeble sight,
Our lowly psalm!
Lord of the shining ones!

Glory of myriad suns

Broods o’er the night.
Under thy wing we flee,
* Father of majesty,
Mercy and might!
Keep us from sin’s dark snare ,—

From this world’s gloom and glare,—
Till beams through heaven’s pure air
“Truth’s morning light!
:

It was
seven

very

largely

at

Nottingham.

attended, upwards of

hundred ministers and delegates

be-

ing present. Its proceedings were marked
throughout by a high spiritual tone, by
much

enthusiasm,

earnest,

fresh,

a

and

soul-quickening life. Yet the full strength
of Euglish Baptists was by no means put
forth.

Several

of our

men

distinguished

were conspicuous by their absence or their
Mr. Spurgeon was’ in London,
. silence.

busily at ‘work with his Pastors’ College,
the foundation-stone of the

en, of Manchester, and

Mr. Maclar-

Vince, of Bir-

Mr.

mingham, were present, but took no part
in the discussions of the Union or the services of the week, and

cheered

dyer

his

of

only

us

| back

to their home in the dead ages.

The

truth of the Lord’s selfssacrifice, of the infinite love of (od expressed in one great
act, confronted the world’s selfishness, the

hard spirit of utilitarianism, and would at
length soften it and make it tender, and
send it along the line of railroads, and shipping, and telegraphs, along the line of this

modern civilization, as a minister of mercy
to bring the nations home, to bring back
the poor, €inning and weeping world to
the Saviour.
I must reserve any further account of the

meetings for another letter.
THOMAS
a

su

GOADBY.

Indian Policy.

———
Congressman - Shanks,
House

.committee

on

chairman

Indian

of the

Affairs,

has

evangelical

be expected so long as in every administration of the ordinance of the Lord's Supper,
the

abomination

of desolation stood in the

ing, amo other things, the following :
‘Allow the Indians to testify in the courts
as whites do.
“Protect the Indians in their real and
personal property from the encroachment
of trespassers.

is

“Protect the persons of Indians’ wives
and daughters from the pollution of bad
white men, the same as white men’s

wives

by

us to see their faces in the desh.
suffering
Mr. Charles Stood is with you in America,

recalling to your minds old memories and

fighting over again, 1 doubt not, the battles

of the past. Dr. Angus is also on your
shores, and may be deeply immersed mn the
grave business of conference with learned
divines, or plensantly . exchanging friendly
greetings in the society of Evangelical Alliance deputies on the island of Manhattan.
Notwithstanding such vacancies |in our

roneous policy, the trouble with our Indian
affairs is that they are overstrained.
There

what

ces. © That is absolutely all that is

necessa-

ry to solve this perplexing question of *‘Our
Indian Policy.”
To be sure, the application of this. prinei-

we

It:will only be the old, every-day question
of ordinary civil administration, enhanced a
little, but far less than \most suppose, by
peculiarities of Indian character and cir-

remonstrance

suffer

the

rev-

spent in forging fetters to ‘enslave the soul ?

truth

on

the

scaffold

and at the stake, by

ties.

But it will

have

no peculiar

cumstances.
Perhaps

ones,

1
many

suppose

that

Indians

are now treated as white men in the. same
circumstances would be. But that is about
ciple they had bequeathed,—a thousand as far as is possible from being the case.
For instance, and down at the bottom . of
times, No. When the speaker reached the
end of this question, the whole audience the whole thing, except in rare and excepresponded with one treméndeus No, which tional cases, resulting from special congresseemed to shake the very building in which ‘sional enactment, an Indian can not own
we were assembled. The speech will be land in fee simple. He may build him a

the example

of heroic devotion

they pre-

sented to us, and the legacy of holy prin-

published and cirenlated far and wide un- house, he may open and cultivate a farm,
der the direction of the committee «ff the and make it well-nigh a garden, as some
Union.
The other address I have mentioned was
of a kiod and manner altogether different
from the sermon of Mr. Clifford, or the

have done; but still it is not his—he can
not sell it, be can not even hold it, Nomi-

nally, it belongs

to the tribe

collectively.

Really, it belongs to the United States Gov-

ernment—which ispretty sure, in process
ranks, the autumpal session of the ybnion speech of Dr. Landels. Mr. Rosevear is a of time, to take it from him, and give it to
Cornish man, whom I have described to - some’ white man.
:
never passed off more successfully, "
readers before now as possessing
your
series
the
in
of
place
guise
first
the
the
of
under
honor
The
This is done, indeed,
Druidic fervor and fire. He speaks as one
is
It
guise,
thin
very
a
i8
it
of services,—the first in point of time,—
But
or interpret his a treaty.
being one thousand strong,
was given to our friend Mr, Clifford, of inspired, unable to control
Smiths,
the
if
as
with thoughts
Loudon. Bravely and nobly did he aquit own Insplration. He labors
want for foie of thelr nephews the
He sees {should
utterance.
for
great
Never has there been a more too vast amd
the Jonses,who ate only five strong,
himself,
of
land
figure the relations of things
'say.to the Jonses, “We want
should
and
stirring and eloquent opening sermon than in symbol and
conflicts of truth and error, and
land; let us make A treaty for it." If
the sermon he preached on Monday evening and the
your
tells his vislon with weird energy
and force,
demur, the Smiths range their
last. It is hardly an exaggeration to say
His
voice
is
like
the
voice
of
a
man
whom the Jonses : «You shall make a (reaty,
the
in
find,
to
difficult
be
say
and
would
it
men
that
you can not see, hidden away in some
whole Baptist denomination, another mau rocky glen or some farsoff hight, and it and cede us your land 1” If, seeing it usephilo80
uble,
&o
less to contend, the Jonses say: ‘‘What
who could have given
comes to you, now deep and clear, now
on
discourse
a
popular
so
yet
and
will you give us for it P” the reply is: “We
sophical,
bigh and shrill, Therg is but litele that is ‘Will move you off on to some land that we
themeas important a8 that Mr. Clifford
a

Living

His subject was, ‘Tho

solested,

an An-

Christ; or, Christ's Present Work
gwer

to Modern Doubt.”

The sermon was

founded upon thé Wonder of the blind man,
that the Jews knew not whence Christ was
and yet he had opened his eyes. So Chris{ian men may marvel that

modern

science

professes not to know avhence Christ; is,

and yet he opens thel inwird spiritual vision, darkened by sin, gives healing and joy

hearts,
to woe-worn, Sorrowingy human
and is the fashioner and inspiration of the

best life and loftiest character in our midst
to-day. The great points of the sermon
¥

Led

popular and attractive fuhis oratory.

But

his address on Thursday evening told with

effect. He spoke of the conflict
the spirituality of the gospel and

amazing
between

mavitold

the

kingdom

life of materialism.

of God

The

had to meet indifference,

utilitarianism, and the new king of atheism

which

the

apostles

of “culture

preached,

havé now no nephews that

want, and you

do
may stay there until there is some that
and
“treat”
Jonses
the
want it.” Of course
:
:
seede.”

Does any one say this 13 not a fair illus-

tration ?

Let us see.

In

1863, the

whites

Winnebago
wanted ‘the lands of the
Indians in‘Minnesota. Jean Baptiste, their
chief, who has since died of a broken heart,

Of the last, Mr. Rosevear said it was a gnspel which magnified the Bible as disclosing 3 | lived in a fine, brick residence, surrounded
a power which ¢* makes for righteousness’ by finely tilled fields, and many of his tribe
nal
They did not
while it denied the existence of a perso
l- had imitated his example.’
instil
nt
rume
inst
hed
polis
a
was
1t
they entreated,
God.
plead,
they
;
remove
to
want
of the
A
fing the poison of atheism into some
°

to

be

{

nois,

at his

is red all over with crime

and

that

massacre.

strikes

presence

BE

pure.

of Innocence.

Thank God, the devil has never been able

altogether, to vanquish

me;

himself out on Christ.

’

he has burnt

He says: ‘ Be of

how

and

men

wronged any man, I restore him
*‘Well,

Son
half

of us must die alone; and in that greatest
and last conflict none of us-can counsel or
help another. I shall not be with you, uor

tO

He who stands steadfast then against sin,
He who enthe devil and hell, is saved.

be saved, though all the devils are
him.

Once

when

Dr. Martin

lay

against

ill himself,

and the physician felt his pulse, and

of
of

SE INS
WSN

Lazy Christians.

Thou

there

Oe

of the Scriptures.

Tt is true they subscribe

the minister's support,

Godby proxy.

and

so

they

vents; and that is all “they
They sit under the gospel

intend

ministry; ¥ the

do sit under it, and that is all they do.
They. neither walk nor live not act under
it, but sit there like dead things, although
“Nay,” says another large
they be alive.

portion of the church, ‘we do not like people who ave lazy and idle. We serve God,
but you do not expect us to serve him to so
preposterous an extent as some enthusiasts
would wish, We, sir, are for doing things

according. to-xule and

rote.

our duty, and do it, but take

2

J

{
r

We find
care never

“out
to

a

hundred

of the

creditors of

both debtors and creditors, and it is believed that the Spragues will accept the result,
and allow the trustees to insure justice to
their creditors till the panic is over.
THE ARMY ESTIMATES.
The army estimates for the fiscal rear
1874-5, as revised, amount to $56,320,000.
This “is an increase of $13,646,000 over the

000 last year.

TREASURER
Treasurer

oie

SPINNER'S ANNUAL -REPORT.
Spinners report shows | the

amount of outstanding. national: eurr¢ney
at the close of the fiscal year to be
$388,424,649.
From this amount should be al-

lowed a large margin for notes of all kinds
that have been destroyed aud lost and that
will never be presented for redemption.
The United

States

has

replaced

one

note

in" every seventeen and a half, and the national banks only one note in sixty. Some
idea

may be formed {rom this statement of

the relative” condition of the two kinds of
currency. . The consequence is that many
notes of the banks are so badly worn,

torn,

other financial matters,

thousand

years

What

a

‘discussed in Ecclesiastes six hundred years
The

works of

Tacitus,

usual appeal’ for
clerks,

There
ment,

and

has

He closés by the

increased salaries

congratulates

been

' the

fo his

country.

uo stealing in his depart-

John A. Macdonald, the first and only Premier thus far, with

his

mivistry, acknowl-

edged thas the evidence of bribery was too
strong’ aguinst them and resigued, when

Plutarch

Mr. Mackenzie, prominent in the invespiga-

tion of charges, was called to form a néw:
government.
The affair bas been unfor-

death of Moses.

from the press
ures,

tunate throughout, and has thrown disereditupon men hitherto high in social positions. Parliament has adjourned, and it is.
hoped that the formation of a new ministry.
will end the scandal and remove the cause.
|
FRANCE.
The French Assembly met ‘Wednesday. :

and President McMahon delivered his mes-

sage, in which he took occasion to say that

the Government
ments,

with

lacks two essential

and

authérity.

eles

He hinted

A motion to: prolong
do nothing durable.
his term of office ten years was lst, and =o
was one to submit the form of government
to a vote of the people.—The
trial of Mar-

the Script-

Every loving word, every good

vitality

that~it was his purpose{0 maintain peace,
but that the Government, us it was, could

The Koran is a book fresh

compared

AY

THE CRISIS IN CANADA.
3
The crisis in the Administration affairs of
the Dominion came Wednesday, when Sir

and Quintilian are not modern, yet the
books of the New Testament are older than

when Alexander invaded Syria, the book of

do.

four

than

'Charta.

3
¥

of the department,—

Magna

Job might have been read before him as
the work of an author more time-honored
The
than the name of Alexander is’ now.
writingsof Confucius are modern when
compared with most of the Bible; and the
most that the Hindoos can justly claim for
their sacred books, the Vedas, is that they
were written five hundred years after the

to

form

the

two

i

for the

more

to

pew

to

before

serve

They bave paid their

service;

the record of chartered rights secured to the

The

Hebrew statutes were enacted a thousand
years before Justinian reformed the Roman jurisprudence. In the Bible we have

Our churches have a vast host” of people modern as they can are compelled to place
in them that do nothing at all. We have its origin at least one thousand years before
a large number of people in communion Homer. When Priam was king of Troy,
with us whose names might almost as well Job was in remote antiquity. The name of
be struck out of the church book for all the Alexander has no modern sound for us, yet

good they do.

actual

people

composed in the antediluvian period.

they. As to the book of Job, its age is beyond conjecture. Those who make if as

—

for

tele- ~

To estabcompanies

dirty and defaced that even experts are unable to correctly judge of their genuineness, The Treasurer discusses at lengtlr
the relation of the banks to the country,
the question of specie payments, the expansion: and contraction of currency and:

vefore.

VSI

of the fire

estimates submitted last year. Of this increase $1,449,000-is for army coast fortifications. The estimates of the bureau of
engineers are $20,459,000, against $16,639,-

sensation would be produced if the first
him changed for the worse, he said, ‘¢ Here
chapter of Genesis should appear for the
I stand and rest here on the wiil first time in one of the newspapers to-morIam,
of God. To him I have entirely given my- row ! Yet there-can be no doubt that chapself up. He will make it all right. For ter contains the oldest writing, twenty-five
this I know certainly; I shall not die, for hundred years before the invention of printhe is the Resurrection and the Life, and
ing. Xenophon's record of the conversawhosoever liveth and believeth in him shall tions of Socrates, in his Memorabilia, seems
never die, and even if he die, he shall live. av old beok to us, yet similar topics were
and

In Chicago, the law and

—Rufus Waterman, Amos D. Lockwood
and George C. Nightingale, acceptable to

found

Therefore, I commit it all to his will,
leave him to order all.”

seem

sulted in the appointment of three trustees,

Few ofus ever stop to think how old the
“| Bible is. Yet the Scriptures are believed by
Bugin th:t hour none will stand steadfast |
itics to contain the most ancient
save those w ho have well learned-tiie words
truth now known to men. With
of power and comfort agaiust sin during
of chronological tables, any one
life, What the soul has embraced of that
asily make profitable comparisons
comfort, in the world, that*she bears away
etween the antiquity: of its books and that
with her. That, and nothing in the world of other writings and events.
The Seriptbesides.
ures contain the only authentic history of
Against the devil and hell no one-in that the world before the flood, We find in the
hour can stand, save he who has learned
Pentateuch one or two stanzas of poetry
defiantly, nothing doubting, hold up against
the devil how Christ died for him, and bas
vanquished Satan and hell. Then will he

to be Republican.

About

dures not is lost.

Christ by heart thoroughly; so that he can

and “Minnesota

the Spragues met in Providence, R. I., last
Thursday, to arrange matters so the firm»
could continue business. The meeting re-

is none other than he.” “If I be lifted up
‘from the earth, I will draw all men unto
me.”
:

Antiquity

me.

and

Mary-

these are but a part of the varied duties required of it. Their powers are remarkable.
SPRAGUES' AFFAIRS.

fourfold.”

Master,

hast well said, there is one God,

and

Democratic, . while
Illinois, Michigan

complete equipment

became

In auswer to the invitation of the
Man, he says, *‘Behold, Lord, the

Wisconsin

land seem to have gone
Kansas,
New
Jersey,

fire patrols; to make all purchases

Note this in the history of Zaccheus.

So also the scribes,

result is not yet apparent.—

and battalions

a

my goods I give to the poor, and if I have

good cheer, I have overcome the world;
the sting of death has heen worn out and
blunted on me, yea, altogether broken.”
1 can not always be with you. Every one

you with

of impurity,

The

graph, is vested in this board.
lish fire districts; to organize

to itself all that is best and purest. Such
was Christ. He stood in thy world the
| light of the world, to which all sparks of
# light gradually gathered. He stood in the

Thoughts From Luther.

ment.

department, including the fire-alarm

in us; a spiritual one brings out and draws

++

choosing judges, whether it should be done
by popular ballot or by executive appoint-

of all other officers and members

approaches. The most ferocious natures
are tamed by innocence. And so with human beings, there is a delicacy so pure that

Kenesaw, Neb.

election in this state wis the question of

Boston has at length a Fire Commission,

ter

to see

securof the

consisting of A. P. Rockwell, D. Chamberlain and T. T. Sawyer, with a salary of
$4000 each. The appointment and discharge

pure-and innocent heart purifies all that it

from

uniting with the-farmers’ movement
ed this result. An important issue

on the surface.

wing of time, turned aside the very scythe
of death, and discharged heaven's frowning
and darkest cloud in a shower of Dblessmgs.— Guthrie.

A.D. WiLLIAMS.

misrule, has seemed to fall back into the
old ways. It is said that the Democrats’

order ticket seems to be defeated, and the
repeal of the Sunday liquor law it is feared
will follow.
BOSTON'S FIRE COMMISSION.

or the weight of scepters ; it has arrested the

thing

elected to

But in all these states there seems to be a
reaction’ against. the Republican party,
which probably médns more than appears

volt from’ the public hanging of the Modocs . | vicious men, in.its presence, become almost
In that, the government was right, be- pure; all of purity which is in them is
cause, notwithstandigg his. assumed stoi- brought out; like attaches to like.
The
cism,that kind of punishment is most effect- pure heart becomes the center of attraction,
iye with the Indian, as it would also be around which similar atoms gather, and
with a white man like him. Hanging the from which dissimilar ones are repelled. A
Modocs thus will save hunting down and corrupt heart elicitsin an hour all that is bad
shooting others, and will save whites

Pierce, of Boston, was

eral cases successful. Gov. Washburn was
re-elected by a good majority.—New York,
which was just rising from Democratic

| down satan, and breaks the fetters of sin;
it turns the scales of fate more than the
edge of the sword, the craft of statesmen,

What would sufbecause he is not such.
fice to. deter an average white man from
crime, will not detef im.
Hence I differ in toto from those who re-

surprise.

by

we would have called Greeleyites and Lib- .
erals a year ago, ran well and were in sev-

the wealth of poverty; the refuge of affliction; the strength of weakness ; the light of
| darkness. It is the oratory that gives pow-

tO

substan-

tially Republican, takes many

Alabama, Virginia,

it is the hand

Massachusetts,

Congress in the third dietrict, as expected,
but the independent candidates, those whom

ed ! what griefs has it not assuaged! It is

blood, and

Maryland,

vote cast, and the result, although

Mayor

What battles has it nol fought ! what victories has it not won! what burdens has it
| not carried ! what wounds has it not heal-

|-er to the pulpit;

Kansas,

Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada,
New Jeggey, New York, Virginia and Wisconsin.
“In Mass. there was a very small

i

Itis a marvelous

ple will have is perplexities
and its difficul-

without

used

——

NOVEMBER ELECTIONS.
or
Elections were held on Tuesday of last
week in Alabama, Delaware, Florida, Mi

+ Prayer.

ay

treat a civilized or averagh white man—be-

recommend-

Nor could the existence of
holy place.
sucha’ state-charch' be tolerated. Could
gnues of a so-called Protestant church to be

|

agencies, and made a Report,

much profundity, looking atar off for

could not

Is this treating Indians like white men?
Could any tribe or body of white men be
civilized in this way, or under such circum -|
stances ! As they are, we christianize a
few—a very few of them. But we can neve r
civilize them until we allow them the rights
of property, especially of realty—of homes
—just us white men enjoy them.
:
This illustration [ have given does no t
stand alone. Our whole Indian policy is o f
the same piece. ' In nothing are they treat ed like white men. A volume might be
filled with illustrations, as palpable as those
given, and running through all the details

Influence

how, as

chnrchmen

always

black within with baseness and turpitude ;
He can not safely be treated as you would

if eager to keep, him to the Jast in its pow- .is near at hand.
The whole thing is simple, and in a nuter, it stood in surpliced dignity by bis coffin
and poured out its blasphemies over his shell—treat the Indian precisely as you
would a white man, in the sane circumstan-,
grave.
The co-operation of Nou-conformistslywith

school teacher

citi-

made a tour of inspection among the Indian

death-bed;

obtruded

American

Let no one suppose me a lover of Indian
character. I am not. Nor am I an apologist for Indian atrocities. The wild Indian

is altogether too much policy—too much
philosophising, too much speculation, too

it

to become

of our treatment of them.

oor

cast its

how

all the ways that earnest,
of which I never could see.
could do, to be allowed to men, the use
pretended that they were And there is another class who say, ‘Ob,
massacresby the Sioux. every man ought to serve God as much as
They had violated no law,~had done no he can; sir, T used to do so and so,” and
harm.
But still; they must ‘‘treat,” and they are continually delighting you with
That
“cede,” and go.
4
. the story of what they used to do.
The
Hearing that they could be naturalized, kind of tale is current. everywhere.
and so retain their homes acd farms, they minister says, “Ah, I remember I used to
went up to Wilton, the then county seat of preach and do so ‘and so.” The SundayWaseca county,

REL

~ Events of the Week.

they implored, in
home-loving
nien
stay. It was not
involved in the

class early, and he used to be so attentive
zens; so as to be treated like white men
The officials. there were obliged to tell them to his scholars; but he thinks he has done
thought ran into ‘‘ outwardness,”—said Mr. their mistake ; and then these “‘stoical In - | so much that it is now time for him to lie
Rosevear, and the ¢ inwardness” of Christ's dians” sat down in the streets of Wilton and still and retire from the “business a little,
and let some one else take a turn, And so
teaching must be declared. For the truths cried like children, over their fate! Notha large part of our troops are lostin the
contained in this ¢ inwardness” command- ing availed them. They had to go—and
ed the whole field of modern error. The went, because they were not white. men ’ day of
battle, some of them because they
truth as to the spirituality of God and “man and could not help it!
have fo ht so well in other battles that
V
-ounfronted the religions of rite and form.
- And even now, in this year of grace, they think they have no need to fight again;
The truth as to the personality of God in 1873,the very same comedy—no ! tragedy— others, because they will not fight at all,
Christ brought God nearer to us than fixed is being enacted with the Wisconsin Win- and others because they do not see that the
laws, for what was nearer than humanity ? nebagoes, another branch of the same origi- commanding officer commands them to
and this confronted modern atheism. ‘The nal tribe—driven literally at the point of the rush to the battle; and therefore they tarry
truth as to the priesthood of Christ con- bayonet, because they could be induced to behind, whilst those who delight in the law
fronted the error of the Romish and Angli- leave their Wisconsin homes in uo other of the Lord bear all the brunt of the fight.
ES
OY Og
can priesthoods;. and wouly drive them way:

and

love;

the. sick chamber

dark shadow

into

buildings “No. By the memory of our martyred fathers, by the testimony they bore to God's

new

having been laid on Tuesday.

rite the commemoration

dying

itself into

October 18, 1873.
The autumnal session ef the Baptist Union
week

words of the

I shall cease to wonder at this ** judi

a Saviour’s

CHILWELL COLLEGE, ENGLAND,

this

more apparent that a man speaks not with
his voice only, but with his whole person,

a superstitious

————

held

forest

at the communion table and converted

ly

English Correspondence. -

been

of culture, in classical cups of gold,

and daughters are protected.
:
“Compel the Indians to have a fixed
while it left: him in a, state of alienation. abode, and allow them the same privileges
from God, and declared that the seed-plot of trade and travel now possessed by the
:
:
of ritualism in England was the Book of whites.”
Common Prayer. Going through the variAmong all the suggestions I have seen,
ous ** services,” the Dr. pointed oul how concerning the ‘Indian Policy,” I think this
ritualism dogged the steps of a man from hits nearest to the root of the matter. It
the beginning to the end of life, how it does not distinctly euunciate the fundabent over his cradle and muttered its false- mental principle that should underlie and
hoods in the ear of God and man; how it govern all our dealings with the Indians,
instilled its poison into the~mind of the but it clearly impligs and assumes it. Like
child at is-mother’s knee; how it met him all cases of bad management and er-

Breaks on our sight!
Here, earth in darkness lies—
There, in the boundless skies,
Heaven's day, with million eyes,

has

of the

by the storm, or the waves of the sea by
the wild, careering winds. It
ver

cial” opinion any more. No outline of the
speech can convey any idea of its power or
effect.
You can not photograph the lightning nor print in words the unsyllabled
thunder.
It must be enough to say that Dr.
L. defined ritualism, showed how, instead of
. | satisfying man’s religious eravings by rec“4 onciling him to God, it sought to gratify
those cravings. by its sensuous ceremonies,

wings,

ah

combined

with

tor.

Evening, descending, brings

Ed

The.

vast audience listened with unbtoken attention, and hardly suppressed applause for

speaker. I have sometimes wondered at
the high estimation in which Mr. Justice
Lush is said to hold Dr. Landels as an ora-

12, 1873.

An Evening Hymn.’ ;

of Chris-

does not often fall to one’s lot to hear,

the electric and passionate

NOVEMBER

lips of the nation by

tianity in the age in which our lot is cast , | clock, to be wound up and regulated to the
The whole discourse was such a vigorous time of Rome, and to keep that time all the
and masterly defense of the gospel asi {| year round. Life and religion and human

-and character, and hfe, and that eloquence
is in the ready receptivity and sympathetic
impressibility of the audience as well as in

a—

hands

lifted to the

filled to overflowing with the elements of
Of ritualism Mr.
only the living presence and power of the sweetness and. light.
living Saviour can adequately account for Rosevear spoke as turning thé living curthe vitality, the influence, the marvelous. rents of progressive thought into the wheel-

ence was swayed as the trees
&9* When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
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very best life-blood of our English homes;
and poison was poison however administer-

trine of the Lord’s presence amongst us by
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shal Bazaine on the charge of treacherously
surrendering Metz to the Germans was
continued, but no evidence which warrants
the statement of an opinion has yet-@appeared.
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every nable utterance 1s a real treasure laid
up in Heaven.
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as ye eat this bread and drink this cup ye
do show the Lord’s death till he come,’ yet
you must not come to the table of the
Lord”? Close communion violates the will
“of Jesus, as here expressed.
98. * For this is my blood of the new:
The meaning is, this cup
testament.”

Sabbath, School Lesson.—Nov. 16.
QUESTIONS

NOTES

AND

k
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PROF,
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A, HOWE,

represents,

®

LORD'S SUPPER.

MATTHEW
GoLpEN

BY

Texri—*

26: 26—30.
For

as often as ye

this bread and drink this cup ye
show the Lord's death till he come.”

eat

by what it contains, my blood

about hy be shed on the cross. The cup
of the passover may have hag « similar office,” representing the blood of the paschal
lamb. It was blood of a new covenant or

«¢ testament,” as it reads here. The old tesdo tament, as such, was not made at the inA covenant was
| stitution of the passover.

|.then made, but the old covenantis that

QUESTIONS.

26. As they were eating, what
What feast were they observing?

re-

did Jesus do? | ferred to in Ex. 241 P-Siapd that Spoken
The words of JeWhat painful | of in Heb. 9: 15—18.

ORNING

STAR.

whoa
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Free

Religion.
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“Religion in America’ will be neither
Romanist nor Protestant. It will not be
Christian in any recognized sense of the
term.
The religion of America will be
scientific, —that is, will rest on a foundation

of trial,

lowed him, but afar off.

step of Peter's backsliding.,

son

a per-

takes one step from Christ, unless he

repents soon, you may look next for a long

tion, recently

Christ ; his eyes met the gaze of that eve

York.

There

loathsome diseases, outcasts, begging and

or

hew the sun majestically appears to lift itself from the waters. It is wonderful as seen

cruel bondage.

Many

a gentleinanly,

in-

every train of cars as they pass; we survey

come and teach them?” The women of
India are called “slaves.”
So they aro
slaves of sin and superstition, but holding a .mighty sway over their husbands and sons,

telligent young man has said to me, *“Glad-

Christians, but our wives
on the land,—indeed we think more so,— ly would we
step; he will not stand still long where he but itis so common it attracts but little at- do not understand these things, and our
is. Peter soon took another step.
We tention. We stop and gaze with interest on ‘mothers will not let them learn. ‘Can't you

next find him in the seats of the scornful.
He repents not. Look for another! step,and

New

——

Peter fol-

When

BY J. FULLONTON.

Many, who make sea voyages, notice dying’by the road side, 20,000,000 more
with . great interest’ and give great ac- women than twice the eutire population
countsof the wonders of sunrise at sea, of the U. 8., holding India’s fairest sons in

This was the first

of solid fact, not on &° foundation of tradition.”
FRET
Such is the conclusion to which Mr. O.
B. Frothingham arrives, in an address before the so-called ‘Free Religious Associaheld-in

sy

«« But Peter followed him afar off.” Matt,
26: 58. After Christ was apprehended he
"| was led to the place

of the dark, dingy zenanas,cronching iv filthy
huts, victims of leprosy or other equally

Sunrise.

Following afar Off.

a A

0 one, too.

tnéi hills

He denys hjs Master

thrown

with on oath.
Immediately the ¢ock crew.
He remembered all.
He looked toward

and

mountains,

piled

together in grandeur;

up

and

and

the

world is traveled over to see the wonders
of nature and art, yet the most -interesting
sight of sunrise is rarely seen with any in-

and, as in every land, making

the heart of

the nation. The Earl of Shaftsbury’s reply
to what shall be dong for England was,

are many ideas contained in these conclu- of rebuke, mingled with love. He realizest or admiration, and for ourselves we
sions worthy of note.
“The religion of" ed his condition and shed tears of repentpr confess that while we have rarely “Elevate the women,” You are asking,
America is not to be Christian in any recog- ance.
If he had not repented, who can tel
nissed fol very many years being out “What shall we do?" Elevate these wom."
nized
sense of the term.”
Of course then what might have been his vext step ?
t,”
testamen
few
**
The
Send us teachers—women of sound
11. What did the bread represent? What the | ject of all he said.
every clear evening or morning to see en.
If we would be true followers of
£hrist,
| or ‘covenant, sealed, not by the baptism of America is to have a religion in which no
hin
hoken breiis B agai
planets and stars, those glorious orbs of judgment, or plainer still, of good common
God is acknowledged, for the existence of we must follow him near, keeping cur
burning with
nicabing of Jesus, por by the baptism of believers, but
. John 6: 53-08 with John 6: 63. The
night, we have not very many times seen sense, whose ‘hears are
God,
the eternal, self-existiifg, everywhere souls where they can constantly commune
ion,
Christ's love, *whdthake themselves of no
RR cup? | bY theblood of Jesus, is that of redempt
a hid pH ik ve
present, and almighty and -iovisibie God with Christ. I fear that many at the pres- with’ so much interest the sun in its won- account, who are the servants of servants.”
Luke 22: 20, What is meant by ** gave thanks”? | found, in its richest statement, in John 3:
derful'appearance at its rising.
is the corner stone of Christianity.
No ent are following him too far off. Vital
Thompson
in the Seasons mentions it No rare talents, wide or long experience,”
Saviour, and no need of one, if Mr, Frothwas
piety is enjoyed only by those who follow
ready tongues to speak foreign languages,
98. What did Christ say of the cup? The mean- | of Jesus as an atonement for sin. He
thus :
will compensate for a lack of judgment, huing 6f “this is my blood” * Of ** new Jestamient.>2 “ offered to_bear the sins of many,” and ingham’s theory be true. No gmmortality, Christ in example as well as precept. It
“But yonder comessthe powerful king of day,
blood
is
easy
to
be
a
soldier
and
show
colors
in
the
no
resurrection
of
the
dead,
ck
nothwhat
all
for
do
to
was
wility or love.
Women wise enough to
blood
his
en
Puy
em
y hat x od Se
Rejoieing in the east. The less’ning cloud,
teach and decide for others, humble eénough
does the blood of Christ Secure remission of sins? of Jewish sacrifices did for the Jews. For ing, save the yawning gulf of Atheism un- times of peace, but to follow Christ and be The kindling azure, and the mountain’s brow
Hp rh 9970 1:7, 8:2; Bb O; 3 further explanation of the operation of the der the false guise of science. Tradition,by a soldier in times of storm and battle is Illum’d with fluid gold, his near approach be- to learn of all, filled with a Jove that endurRevelation from
faith,
eth all things, hopeth all things; such
29. What did Curis add? What id 3d he new testament, see Eph. 2: 12—17; Heb. which is meant the Bible,or
token glad.”
lid fact,” iv tries the mettle of our
God, is to be superseded by ‘‘se
. May God help us to follow him near, and
women will save India. We look into the
1t is said that Ossian gazed with rapture dim future and see many a woman who is
On reading such may we have the Holy Spirit for our commy Father's kingdom”? Who may sit at the ta- | many, for the remission of sins.” The old and that fact is science.
Christ for Jour leader, God for and expressed himself thus: — “Whence now in the most abject state, free, as a light
bie yp 3he Ton Bere? a Bo thors y What Psalms | testament declares it is the blood ** that ¢onclusions as these, who is not prepared to panion,
are thy beams, Oeun! thy everlasting in this dark land, rescued by your efforts.
say,
¢*
I
have
uot
found
“so
great
faith,
no,
Hence,
our
Father
and heaven for our home.
soul.”
the
nt
for
maketh atoneme
ele sung at ie Passover? JES ite
not
in
Israel’?
:
light!
Thou comest forth in thy awful "We pierce the veil that hides the long here17:
R.
L.
D.
PRESTON.
Lev.
it.
of
eat
to
allowed
was
Jew
BO
|
Sin o Yor ON. 8 PUDhel instituted? Who then
beauty ; the stars bide themselves in the afler and see hundreds in your crowns of
We should suppose a maw ‘must be enIn ‘the new testament the same law
should participatein its celebration? From whom | 11.
sky; the moon, old, pale, sinks in the wes- rejoicing.
Go on,
my dear sisters, and
Relief on the Way.
meld) What sould De prevails. An atonement for sins must be tirely ignorant of the history of science and
alone ehould 1 Be
Christianity,
before
he
would
thus
risk
his
tern
world,
but
thou
thyself
movest
alone.
—
eo
Promod
victim.
the
of
let
us
feel
that
this
organization
*'is of the
theiblo
by
made
|
e?
should
How
s
commun
spirit should Christian
“Off early in September,” says a late let- The oaks of the mountains fall ; the mount- JLord.” For at the same time that you were,
reputation. The world was’ fullof science
the
because
word
this
to
given.
is
inence
|
Supper?
nese
el
ee
This'is cheering. Nor does it come ains themselves decay with years;
when Christ made his advent.
Socrates, ter.
the so deeply moved in regard to it, we were
blood represents the life of the sacrifieial
?
membrance of me”?
a
day-too
soon.
The
past
hot
and
current
ocean shrinks and grows again;
the moon
Plato,
Aristotle,
Epicurus,
and
other
masto
is
blood
his
that
legito pray most earnestly for it, and how
teaches
Jesus
victim.
j
on of sins.” That ters of philosophy had their numerous fol- rainy’ seasons tell fearfully on our little herself is lost in heaven; but thou art for- wonderfully has our Father guided you.
remissi
the
for
*¢
shed
be
NOTES AND HINTS.
Our position often ever the same, rejoicing in’ the brightness Look to him when, by one trial and anothis, “by making an atonement for sins. His lowers, and yet Christianity prevailed, tri- force in the field.
26. The verse says, * As they were eat:
suggests to the mind that of a small be- of thy course. But thou art perhaps for a er, he shall test your faith. Trust all in
death operates to secure forgiveness of sins umphed gloriously.
ing, he took bread.” They were eating the
Men turned away from science to follow leaguered garrison in an enemy's land, season ; thy years will have an end.”
*‘ For many” means
his mighty hands, and he will establish the
to those that believe.
passover, according to the requirements ot for ull. Many is used for all in other pas- Christ crucified, to the Jews a stumbling- weakened and reduced by hard labor and
The Seriptures allude te sunrise when it work of your hands.
the Mosaic law. Ex. 12. The bread was
sages, like these: *‘The free gift is of many 4 block, and to the Greek, foolishness.. How constant watching, waiting only to make is said, “The path of the just is as the
In closing, let me say that your kind inunleavened, the meat was the flesh of a
offenses;” ‘* For as by “one man's disobedi- are we to know with any degree of certain- over the charge,’on the arrival of the reliey-. shining light, that shineth more and more vitation to dear Mrs. Smith to go home for
lamb, the time was at even.
While the
ty when we have touched this foundation of ing party, ic order to go away and “rest a unto.the perfect day.” Pro¥. 4: 18.
ence many were made singers.” Ro. 5: 16,
Again, a little rest, was very grateful to us all, esfeast of the passover was receiving their
solid ‘fact, this rock bottom ? - Scientists “while,” or, it may be, lic down and die. * Then shall ye know ifye follow on to pecially to her, and we hope you will urge
19.
attention, a novel step was taken by our
are not agreed among themselves. One While none are laid aside entirely from know the Lord. His going forth is pre- berto go at once, as her health is very pre29. ‘But I say unto you, I will not drink
Lord,.by which he instituted a new ordi- henceforth of this fruit of the vine,” Here
builds a gilded theory, and another demol- 4lity, we all feal the weakening influence pared as the morning.” Hos. 6:3. In carious just now,
Affectionately,
nance for the observance of his people. In we have a description of the contents of ishes it. One lays, asihe supposes, a firm of our position. While some of our num- both cases the progressive’ nature of a
:
MARY R. PHiLLps.
celebrating the passover the ‘ cup” was the cup, * this fruit of the vise.” Whethfoundation, rears his superstructure ; anoth- ber may, by the divine blessing, be able work of grace in the heart is suggested.
drank of several tines. It was also cus- er it was intoxicating wine may be doubt- er comes along, knocks out his underpin- still to continue at our post, and labor on, When first believing, light from hégven
Sunday in London.
tomary to have a broth on the table, in ed.
According to best authorites the cup ning, his superstructure falls, and great is others demand an immediate change, our shines in. Progressing, it is sunrise, and
which a cake, made of dates and figs and was passed five times at the passover. the fall of it. Before sciectists demand of very principle of missionary economy. that light increases till it is ‘perfect Jay.”
Yesterday morning we went to hear Mx.
other fruit, to reSemble the bricks of Egypt. Hence, intoxication would have been gener- us full credence, .let them agree among Hence our new comers (the Lord bless and
The coming of Christ in his frst advent Spurgeon at his tabernacle. The building
was dipped. This ceremony was interrupt- al and inevitable had this wine been infox- themselves what is right. Before, they call bring them to us speedily!) seem likely to to our world is described by the metaphor
is oblong, with two rows of galleries encired, after the first cup, and while the eating icating. Unfermented wines were common.
upon us, to ignore that foundation which is prove a relief rather than a real rein- of sunrise, “But unto you that fear my cling it. The upper story has six rows of
by
on,
of the bread and, flesh was going
laid in Zion, and accept what they ‘call solid forcement to the Mission; most especially name shall the Sun of Righteousness arise pews, and the lower story eight. © The buildPliny, Horace,and Plutarch call that the best
our Lord's taking ‘‘ bread”, a cake of un- wine, which was harmless; the most useful fact, let them show us what is fact. To all go, if only three new laborers are to be with healing in his wings.” Mal. 4: 2,
ing is so lofty that there is a plenty of hight
leavened bread, ‘‘ and breaking it,” and
wine that which had little strength. Here of their boastings we say, ‘What is truth?” sent out this year.
And God himself is made ktown in the
between
the stories. The pulpit is a raised
blessing it. In the passover the prayer of the juice of the grape is all that is meant. We have no wart urge with science, we
1f, however, the new and inspiring im- light and living influences he gives by the
thanksgiving was offered, at least, three Jesus asserts that there are no mere pass- welcome her as a bride to Christianity. We pulse given to the cause at home this year term sun. ‘For the Lord God is a sun.” platform with a flight of steps on each side
and an open railing around it, so that the
times. The house-holder who presided did overs, ‘or pentecosts, or other feasts for would say, bring them to the altar, and let can only become a thing of permanence Ps. 84: 11. .
speaker was wholly in sight of his andience.
not break and distribute the prepared cakes him on earth. He should never participate them join hands, and we will pronounce and of progress, if to publish the gospel to
The sun gives light, heat, and "by i's A small reading desk at one side held the
until he had blessed them, that is, given
with them in the observance of festal days them niarried, and what God hath joined those “siting in'the region and shadow of power of attraction, holds the planets and
thanks
to God. Christ followed this cus- again, but he looks beyond the scenes at together” let no man put asunder. It is death” can become, incorporated into the comets ‘in their orbits while they move Biblé from which be read. The singing was
tom. ~ His prayer was the usual giving of hand, and sees himself once more, in his only when we are called upon to leave Christian life and Christian work of the with- rapidity in- space. The sun beauti- congregational. The first hymn,
‘ Great God, attend while Zion sings,”
thanks. Hence, the Lord’s Supper is often «¢ Father's kingdom.”
¢ Until that day Christ and the Cross that we demur. This followers of the Lord Jesus, and thus zeal fies the landscape ; plays with its burnished
ealled, The Eucharist, a word which means
to
the
tune of Old Hundred, was grand;
for
the
Foreign
Mission
come
to
resemble
when I drink it new with you in my Father’s is not the first, nor greatest effort that has
beams on rocks, hills, towers and streams;
thanksgiving, and” is ‘the original Greek
kingdom.” Mark says, ‘“ in the kingdom been made to procure a substitute for Chris the steady flow of an unfailing river rather causes vegetation to grow; and paints the then followed a short, simple prayer and
word, translated ¢¢ gave thanks” in the next of God.” Luke puts it thus, ** until the
tianity, but every effort has proved a stu- than a mountain torrent which dashes and flowers with indescribable beauty, Men another old hymn, and reading in the New
verse.
Having given thanks, Jesus brake
kingdom of God shall come.” The mean- pendous failure. It has lacked the vitaliz- foams to-day only to disappear altogether are enlivened by its rays, and birds sing Testament. . As he read, he stopped every
the bread.
This act represented the maning is, until you, ny disciples, shall be join- | ing force, and fails to meet the wants of the to-morrow, then is there hope both of a their most melodious strains at its coming now and then to make remarks, looking
gling of his body on the cross. In 1. Cor. ed with me in celebrating ‘* the marriage soul.
right into people's faces, and saying the very
re-inforecement and a substantial eplarge- in the morning.
11: 24, Paul says that Jesus declared the supper of the Lamb.”
plain,
simple things that seemed to be just
ment,
and
our
little
Mission
may
yet
be|
He does not intend
The Christian heart pants for the light
Substitaté science for Christianity, and
broken bread te be his body, broken for to say that he would literally, in the other the merest tyro in history knows you are come an efficient power for good in this and enlivening beams of the ‘‘Sun of in the spirit of what he was reading. Then
ody.” The world, in the kingdom of heaven, keep the shorn of all strength to reform men’s lives, dark, dark land.
Righteousness” continually.
Like
the followed a prayer that must have come from
_ Rowmanists and [the
erans ‘insist that’ passover with them, but that he would yet or promote the higher wants of society.
While confidence inthe idolatry of this plant called the sunflower, he turns the a heart of Christian experience, so humble,
the bread becamethe’/body of Christ. By invite them to share bis joy and to partake The philosophers of Greece and Rome were country is greatly shaken, in many places face towards-the
sun «in the morning and tender and earnest. - The sermon was on
prayer it was converted into the true and
of his glory, in tbe kingdom of God. By scientific, and yet it would put us ‘to the overthrown in fact, it is a great mistake to follows it till it sinks in the western sky, the ‘‘ Signs of the Times,” practical and exnatural body of Jesus.
But it is an un« that day,” he anticipates th& time of their deepest blush to speak of their virtues(!) imagine that Christianity is to spring up ‘then waits and hopes calmly for its coming cellent. Between six and seven thousand
reasonable and unchristian devotion to ‘the
reunion in heaven.
.
again another day. And there are tlowers people were present.
Satan is ever
Attempts have been made among Free Re- spontaneously in its place.
In the afternoon we attended church in
letter that killeth,” and ac over looking of.
To ** drink it new with’ you" means, then,
ligionists to sustain some mode of congre- busy, and his resources are well-nigh that, when hidden from the sun’s light, will
the spirit that ** giveth life.” To the Jews to welcome them to his-joy.. ‘ The Kking- gational worship, but in every instance a boundless... The minds of men are no soon- lean towards the spot where the light Westminster Abbey, An excellent sermon
taking the sume low view of similar words, dom of heaven” is often likened to a feast, total failure bas been the result. An effort er disabused of one class of errors than rests. So in prisons, in persecutions, and on ‘“God is Light,” was delivered by Mr.
All else was gorgeous and cereuttered on another pccasion, Jesus said, or to a marriage supper.
The language was made in England by a man who styled they are occupied by another, unless they in storms of sorrow the people of God Conway.
« The words that I speak- unto you they here is based on some such figure. Notice himself the Priest of Nature. He estab- are vigorously pressed with the truth. seek the light, lean towards the sourve monious. It would be simply absurd to atare spirit, and they are life.” John 6: 63. that the Supper of the Lord is not only
lished, in London, a house of worship,formHence the strong emphasis given to the from whence it comes, and safely trust in tempt any description of Westminster Abbey. Miss C, said the music was the finest
«+ Take the spirit of my words and you get commemorative, but also prophetic. Each ed a liturgy, was patronized by some per- repeated question of the great apostle, Ro. him “from whom all blessings flow.”
she had ever heard.
J 4
the life they contain,” he thus says to us. communion season is a foretaste of ‘* the sons of influence, preached and collected 10: 14.. “How shall they call on him in
The spirit of the words, “This is my body,” marriage supper of the Lamb.”
In the evening we all went to St. Paul's
some disciples. Most of his hearers became whom they have not believed?
and how
Our Gladness and our Need.: Cathedral. The sermon was fine, on
ie, “ This represents my body.” At this
30. They.‘ Aung an hymn and went out.” avowed Atheists,and after four years the ex- shal} they believe in him of whom they have
¥
‘“ Knowledge shall be increased ; * the music
time the body of Jesus was not broken, Did Jesus join in the singing ? The hymn
periment failed for want of a congrega- not heard ? and how shall they hear withThe following
letter has been sent to this office
was grand. The same that I said about
yet Paul says, * This is my body whichis was a part/of the Psalms already named.
tion,and fands. France,during her revolu- out a preacher ? and how shall they preach for publication’:
broken for you,” After the prayer, ahd It is an inferesting fact that we can turn to tion, tried science, or nature, as they called except they be sent ?”
MIDNAPORE, Aug. 25, 1873.
Westminster must be said of St. Paul-im:
when passing the elements, Paul says JeMy DEAR MRs. Hayes :—Last night your possible to describe it. The last hymn sung,
songs of. praise sung or chanted it. ‘Certain persons distinguished for learnNow is emphatically the time for prosgus declared * As often as ye eat this bread.”
sad occasion. They ‘‘ went out ing, set up society for the worship of God, ecuting the war. A beginning .has been two long and precious letters came, in one was
*“ Abide with we.”
Then, too, if the prayer made that bread
e Mount of+Olives,” that is, to Gethaccording to the principles of deism. Ev- made, much preparatory work accomplish- of which you ask me to write an address.
. the body of Jesus, he had more than one
Jesus led the way to the place erything was done to make the services at- ed.” The spirit of inquiry has been largely, Would that time would stay his flight a lit- As we gat there inthe midst of the crowd,
body. In other places Jesus says, “‘ I am of’ his arrest, because he was ** slain from tractive. The churches *were opened, the awaken ed.
4 tle, and some happy muse guide my slow thrilled) through and through with what the
the good Shepherd”; ‘‘ My Father giveth the foundations of the world.” ¢ For this most eloquent lecturers were provided, muLast week, Madhu Das (Native Preach- pen, that an address replete with the thanks- eye saw, the ear heard and the heart felt,
, you the true bread”; ‘ He that cometh to cause” came he *‘ unto this homr” that, as sic added her charms, the government gave er) was out among
but what no words could tell, we still knew
our inquirers
at giving and cheer that the Woman's F. M.
mie shall never hunger”; ** The water that it was written of him, so he might suffer.
Biit, an inward joy above all, in thinking that
it sanction. Everything bore -success upon Babaigadia, and on Saturday came home, B. has awakened, might be yours.
I shall give him shall be in him a well of
The lesson teaches us, 1. What the ob- its face. Christianity bad been banished, with a very favorable report, accompanied unless to-day's mail takes you some word all these were almost nothing compared to
water.”
The only meabing, therefore, and ject of the eommunion is. Luke 22: 19. and her witnesses were clothed in sack- by ‘one of ‘their ‘number, ' Who
appears from us, it will be too late’ for the Oct. the things thut are prepared and waiting
the rich, deep meaning of Christ's words 2. The themes of thought at the commun- cloth with ashes upon their brows, = Under thoroughly in earnest,and whose wife is re-- meeting. Thus, in a word, my dear sis- for us,
8. P. B.
fy
here are, * This is a symbol of my body.”
' you, thrice welcome
ion table: * THis is my body which is brok- these fuvorable auspicesy they hoisted their ported to be a Christian worker among her ters, let us welcome
27. The éip which Jesus took was the en for you”; ‘This cup is the new testa- colors,and ‘set sail, But tromble was ahead. neighbors. Bro. Silas and Madhu are off, .you to our Indian trials and joys. We can
“7 Tobaceo-chewers.
cup of wine used in the celebration of the ment in my blood.” 1. Cor. 11: 24, 25. The crew mutinied—faetions rent the soci- ‘up the Subanrekha, this week, and are to never tell you with what gratitude we learnSHEE
i
—
‘passover. It was calied the cup of hailel,| 3. Who may participate in the Lord's Sup- ety—congregations were not fed, and fail- call an these friends again as they go along: ed that your Society was really organized.
The Methodists donot now ordain those
or praise. This eupr was taken after the per. “ This do in remembrance of me.” ed—funds were wanting—lecturers could They go by boat and hope to reach another Nor can you on the American shore see as to the ministry who use tobacco, and we
bread was eaten and when the paschal “ Drink ye all of it.” ‘ For as often as not be obtained, and the whole showed the party of inquiries still farther up the river, we do how white the fields are for your have been hoping that our ministers over
_ feast was virtuilly at an end. Then the ye eat this bread and drink this cup ye do consummate
More sickle, even now, nor how fertile the soil is the West would all lay the weed aside.
folly of attempting to main- and may be absent several weeks.
;
"custom was to sing part of the Psalms used show the Lord's death till he come.” 4, tain a religion that has no Christ in it. But of this class of laborers are greatly needed for new seed sowing,
Some of our Separate Baptists, to their honDuring our eight years here, we have or, have; but in other places we fear it is
§ fop praise on this occasion. Ps. 113-118. The ingratitude to Jesus of those who what are we to have instead of tradition? in order to ‘carry the glad tidings of salBut vation by a crucified Saviour throughout been . gladdened by many a direct answer increasing. . Even in Wis. and 111, we have
Before the singing, however, the Saviour steadily refuse to remember him. who died Science, replies Mr. Frothijngham.
“ gook the cup” and, instead of following “for them, and turn awdy from bis table. science is a dark lantern, ‘a dumb priestess, the length and breadth of our district, in to prayer. The zenanas have been open- goneto raising it by the acre, It is costly,
the usual ordex, devoted it to new-ends, as 5. That young and old should believe in on many questions that enter into the Chris- places where we pale-faced foreigners ean ed, Two little churches have arisen in the it is filthy, 1t is ruining the nerves of our
a memorial of himself. He ' gave thanks Jesus that they may eome to his table. 6. tian religion. What does science teach us do but little, except in the cold weather; jungle. The Santal schools have increased ministers so that in breaking the communfor the cup, then passed it to the disciples, The bright hopes of communion with Je
of the spirituality of God, the immortality and even in the cold season, my limits two fold; and work among the Santals has ion bread the hands tremble badly. Besaying, ** Drink ye all of it.” The all” | sus, in his Father's kingdom, given to of the soul, a state of -blessedness for the have been very much circumscribed, owing been very cheering. Our 8, S. has increas- hold the sight: the quid is thrown out, the
refers, not to ‘the contents of the cup,-but | those who here obey, in a right spirit, the righteous ? Let me ask Free Religionists to the fever and ague tendencies, ever since ed eight fold,and time and again we have stained fingers break the bread, the corners.
All ye drink | command, * This do in remembrance of what would be gained if Christianity, as it the days of the terrible famine of 1866.
rejoiced over nesy-born souls added to our of the mouth and beard are stained with
to the disciples. It means
now exists, was extinguished, and science
blinded to | me."
if
as
James is here this week, on a school native church.. But never have our hearts the filthly juice, the open mouth shows a
of it.” Yet the Romanists,
accepted instead of the Bible. What ob- inspection tour, and goes to Santipore and been so full of prais¢ to our Heavenly black set of stained teeth, while they tell
what is plainest in the word of God, and
A lady once asked Mr. Wesley, ‘¢ Sup- ject has any man in turning away the hearts Balasore next week, but compared with Father, as they have been since the news of the great sacrifige Christ made. Then
destined to go astray from the clearest precepts of Jesus, withhold the cup from the pose that you knew that you were to die at of the people from Christ and his teachings ? former years, be is.very much wanting in came that the sisters of the denomination some of the deacons with juicy beards will
laity of their communion.
All the discipies twelve o'cloek to-morrow night, how would Has tan, during a period of almost six| life and vigor and animation. His powers were taking the mission home to theirvery hand around the elements. Now brethren,
How, thousand years, found anything better cal- of endurance are far from what they were hearts, and pledging themselves to its sup- if you will use’ it, and are too poor to aid
of Jesus are commanded by him,to drink you spend the intervening time?”
their
symbolize
to
thus
and
Would that a hundred thankful, missions}, or your own minister, just keep
cup,
of the
madam ?" he replied. ** Why, just as I in- culated to elevate mankind than the princi- three or four years ago, He has not port.
io that which the cup itself symboliz- tend to spend it now. I should preach to- ples taught by Christianity ? In conclusion preacbed for us once during the week, al- grateful addresses might be yours, to-day, it away from communion seasons, that, our
faith
AMICUS,
ed. * In remembrance’ of him they were night at Gloucester, and at five to-morrow we would say, Let us hold on, to, Christ till though we have been holding, special serv- We ean not write one, but simply from: full- stomachs may be quiet.
:
ices. Mary, his excellent wife, suffers est hearts say, God bless you. May He be
to drink of it. It is fiiting here, to observe morning ; after that I should ride to Tewks- we have something better.
The sweetest, most clinging affection is
©. P. RAMSEY.
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moral compulsion, to sigh over, to treat as}
a grievous burden which it is a great relief
Lot not those in it or lookto Jay down.
| ing towsrd it esteem itthus. Viewed aright,
it is a high privilege and a large honor.

—————————

many rather than few,

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
on
7

3 gan

sa All communicatiods designed for publication

snonld be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
should

&c.,

business, remittances of money,

its experienee, will

be

ad-

dressed to the Publisher.

will be the beautiful transition
life,
msn
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end
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bring eminent satisfactions, as its

to a grand

—

Elections.— Bolting.
—rE —

Nearly half the states in the union held
The New Premiums.
somewhat important elections on Tuesday
———e—
:
of last week. The resalts are curious and a
The several Chromos offered as Premiums,
study. They are more or less a surprise.
|
Star,
the
to
ers
They are variously interpreted. Very dissubscrib
both to new and old
similar prophecies are built up from them.
all
to
pleasure
and
vield real satisfaction
One editor sees in them clear proof that the
them.
Everybody likes
who see them.
from

verdict

The

the

than justifies

warious

them, and the liberal

more

quarters

selecting

in

painstaking

policy

which offers
They will
help to beautify any home into which they
may go, and carry a pure pleasure to the
inmates. . We shall be glad, especially on
our subscribers’ aceount, to send out a large
number of them. We mow have and expect to keep on hand a good supply, so that
the orders may be filled without delay.
Let the jew subscriptions and the renewals
come hi once, and both the paper and
the pictures will be promptly sent according to the orders.

them

on such

favorable

The full statement

terms.

of our

plans

bent on ending it at any cost and risk.
Another goes farther, and finds” ample evidence that the democracy is on the way to
a fresh supremacy in most

to

read

of the states,

as

well as in the sphere of the general governOthers discern only indications of

and of-

the laborers in

the

are

East

out

of

carefully,

to decide just ‘what they want, and make
their orders and: remittances conform pre- cisely to our announcements and offers.
‘We hope to hear at once from many of

both

in

people

seclions can no longer endure the presumption

of the

bankers

and

insolence of

the

speculators and rings; while the citizens of
the South are resolved that they will net
henceforth put up with the supremacy of
carpet-baggers and the constraint of federal
And, finally, it is said, and not
them
; and we ask those who prize the paperhaps without a show of reason, that the
per, to call the attention of their acquaintfinancial pressure just now felt, and the fear
. ances to it, and do a little work in the way that the worst part of it is still to come,
of canvassing right at home.
They will renders many voters sullen, so that they
thus render a double service.
either refuse to vote at all, or bring out
P.S. New subscribers who prefer litera- their bad blood in voting 80 as to express
ture to pictures, by sending a year’s sub- their discontent, their waywardness and
scription price,—$2.50,—will be credited to their defiance.
We see no clear proof in these elections
Jan. 1, 1875, and so obtain the remainder that any immediate and radical revolution
of the present volume free.
is coming into our political life. The republican party is not disbanding, disintegrating, or suffering any general, deliberate
A Good Record.
and final desertion from-its ranks. If issues
ro
been made vp as they were last year,
‘had
"There are those who have a habit of dwell
ing on the shady side of the ministry. They we have no doubt they would have been
call np its hard work, its small pay, the un- fought through very much as they were
The country is not at all ready to
reasonable demands made on it, the thanklessness with which its most taxing service put the supreme power into the hands of
is met, the wear and tear of nerve

and

pa-

tience attaching to it, the antagonistic and
inane criticism il must meet, the unjust
coldness it must accept, the childish petting
it must endure, the overwork demanded and

done, the poverty and neglect which follow
maturity, or the early break-down and the
premature death. These things do indeed
#ome

to

the

ministry

wore or less.

The

sphere has trials peculiar to itself. Not a
few ministers must stand up and preach
cheerfillness and hope to their people when
their own hearts are wrung with needless but
abiding agony, and the earthly heaven over
their heads has been despoiled of nearly all
its stars. The pulpit, properly filled, is no
sinecure. It is no luxurious berth offering
only easy functions. It calls for men who
can dare and do and suffer, It is a field
where brave souls are wanted,and the highest heroism is likely to be taxed to its full
capacity.
But that is only one side of the matter.
The true minister has great and rare joys to
set over against his real hardships.
No
other man

has more to make him

glad, and

bis satisfactions are of the truest kind. He
may well be calm, genial, cheerful.
He
ought to escape the friction that springs
from an abused conscience. His highest
emotions are called into play. His real successes are the divinest reward which comes
to any earthly toiler. And he especially can
“stay himself on God’s promise when lower
* good fails. His work is wholesome, It has
variety and exhilaration. Wisely done,it is
favorable to health, to

’

\

3

with a mellow radiance,
;
flowed on, even to the end,
~ + psalm whose music seemed
of
the upper world asthe

«

"a

to

long

they formed in 1872. Noris the Grangers’
Pubmovement likely to sweep the nation.
lic sentiment has by no means pronounced
the republican rule intolerable,;and no other
party has appeared with such character und
credentials as will at once establish it3 right
to royalty, even if a chauge of regime were
No; the muddle of last
determined
on.
week is something less than a thorough

break-up, and the mutter of discontent is
not a prophecy of revolution.
On the whole, the republicans have really
gained,

really

as compared with last year. Looking at the
matter in the simplest way, one could hardA critical and opposing mily regret that.
nority of considerable strength is generally
needful in a government. Any party strong
enough to sneer atopponents, is almost sure
to become audacious and corrupt. The elections a year ago left the republicans too
They need the
strong and too confident.
caution and checks which this increase in
the vote and influence of their opponents will
bring. Not having enough of inward principle to insure wise legislation and good be-.

havior, it will be of some service to act on
them with the forces from without, which
compel them to see that decency and honor
are politic things. When love of the right
istoo feeble to impel, the fear

of an

over-

throw is worth something to restraie. And
50 the democratic gains may be thought of
as serviceable to the country, even by those

who would honestly regret the return of that

perhaps
ter.

and their lives
like a precious
quite as much
lower, Death

to the rights of the majority, it is quite time
that the citizen cease to put his cod$cience
and ‘conduct into the keeping of those who
may chance to get into the ascendancy, and

of

many years,
and maké the death-chamber
#

principle at the ballot-box which he protest! room, simply beed against in the ward

‘© No; the ministry is not something to
ji dread, to fight against, to accept only under | cause the caucus bade him
be

SEL

FE

mc

do

so.

And

it the

die, redeeming the business from utter dis-

Senjors, 19;

ing prospects for

where to class life insurance, unless it is
under that head,—a man, if he operates
cautiously, may in a day put his financial

open to the charge of selling its opinions,
or at least, advocating
mes
plainly meant to strengthen its money basis. Religious papers are
often ‘‘half
and half,” with considerable pre
on the side of advertisements snd secular
news.
In thousands of ways it is constantly exalting the on
art, so
that it is not croakiug over the weakness
of the Christian faith to say hy its holders
are often found
mingling
coupons with
their eternal possessions, as though they
would strive for the former at the risk of
losing the latter ; but only filirly stating the

The

which it is called to exer-

cise itself.
Probably this autumn
and winter wil
thrust upon the church a particularly severe
trial of this nature. Money will not apparently be very plenty. Individuals and the
newspapers will be talking of hard times,
Consequently, the value of a dollar will

seem to be increased, and many a morning
devotion will be disturbed by i mproper longing for that which perisheth. The uncertain condition ofthe market will harass
many a Christian mind, and anxiety for the
future, speaking in a worldly sense, will unduly assert itself.
So that there will natu-

rally be a holding back from the Lord’s
treasury, leaving the benevolent -enterprises of the church to languish and the minister to feel that there is a miserly hand
grasping the parochial purse-strings. Individual charities will be in danger of failing, so that prisoners and poor people and
the great class of sick and needy ones, es-

pecially in our large cities, will go cold and
hungry and neglected, feeling that this is
indeed a wretched world, and that charity
has deserted the hearts of men.

Now thie Christian
that
the
We
But

knows

well enough

if he withholds too rigidly he will be
poorer for it.| Besides, notice this:
say there is less money in the market.
why ? Simply because men are hoard-

ing it, and will not letit out.

There is as

much money in the country to-day as there
was two months

ago.’

There

is more, for

Europe has been contributing her gold for
our bread-stuffs and other products. The
difficulty is, people have become slightly

prisonerbe remembered in his cell, the poor

in their want, and the hogjhet in thew
wretchedness. Thus, by keépingalive the

these things up in a hurry.

Ifa

the

are

his

surest

with a family of five.

their daily bread, just as hine

‘ment made

kill

of his

—*A CLERKSHIP in the cigar factory,”

is the

He says:

‘‘It was

rather like

for

member

tune

accidents,

die,”

he

says,

“I'll get the benefit of it.” So he becomes
insured, and virtuaily secures ina day
what it would have taken him a century to
accumulate.
* If the matter could be allowed to rest
there, and if all the companies which thus
give
a man a chance to speculate on. his
death-risk ‘were the sound institutions that
they profess to be, life insurance would be

things,” and |

the immediate vesult is the appearance of
forty thousand agents, who from Ounalaska
to Florida Keys attend your waking moments like familiar spirits, making life a
nuisance, and the insurance business a still
greater one. The business must support
all théze agents amd the magnificent offices
that they fit up. But how? By paying
them a per cent,on the premiums. So that a
man who applies for a policy not only seeks to
provide for his own

family,

but

also

sents to contribute to the support
families of all these forty thousand

who merrily solicit premiums
arctics to the tropics:
« It isn’t against

that we

speak,

their

but

business,

against

con-

of the
agents

from
as

the

the
such,

system

which it represents, and agdinst the great
burden that it necessarily puts upon many
poor people who would improve the oppor-

tunity that hfe insurance shonld legitimately offer. For it is as plain as daylight,
that a business of this nature can not long
thrive under sc great pressure,
Facts

prove it.

We have a list of fifty compan-

ies

relying

that,

upon

the

‘cheek’

of

agents and the readiness ,of people to

be-

significant (act that in the year 1872 more
than fifteen timesas many policies in life
insurance companies
were dropped by
persons holding thém, as expired by lim-

death.

And

promises to give

financial strait, - Especially, let the church
struggle to keep
?

its handsfree

and open,

C. O. Lissy.

has

befallen

the House

of

Catholic

also, which has existed for three generations,
will ‘remain intact, and will survive its
present misfortune, learning wisdom from
suffering. It should be known that this
House, though large

[Shawnee]

county’”—So

.

it appears. thata

large proportion of these policies were
given at the solicitation of agents, which is
leading the companies to seriously. inquire
if it is profitable to conduct the business by
such help.
:
But! the business ‘is still an honorable

business

in-

the different branches of the Baptist family,
to he conducted on a plan similar to that of
the recent meeting of the Evangelical
Alliance, In behalf of such a meeting it is
urged that it could be easily convened, that
nearly all the branches of the Baptist fam- .

it

ily are

found

would
union.

aid
acquaintance
and
promote
This movement is led by a Bap-

in

the

state,

and

that

it

tist minister of open communion sentiments, who is widely and favorably known,

and who will doubtless push it to a favorable
issue. = The Free Baptist pastors in the
state will heartily join in the movement and
do what they can to promote it.
8,
The meeting of the Free Baptist minis—THE recent notable and ridiculous failure of

the
has

ters of Providence and

Bourbons to restore a monarchy in France
been attended by a motion to prelong Mac-

Muhon's term of office.
of the Republic, which

But the radicals seek to

of Rev.

Bonapartists to demand a vote of the people on
the form of government.
So this spectacle of
a nation merging its dignity in a series of factious quarrels still pains the world,— at least,
that part of it that has not already given up the
French situation as hopeless.
~—VANDERBILTat eighty, having devoted all
of his lifeto an intense struggle for money, a
few weeks ago controlling property valned at

one hundred and fifty millions, but now reduced
to the pitiable éxtremity of forgetting his own
signature to a note to save himself from pecuniary embarrassment, is one of the sad spectacles
of the times, What sort of a comment is it on

the life he has led?

And

what

about

Daniel

Drew, through whose hands millions have

pass-

ed, but who has just been obliged to mortgage
his own house to meet ‘a claim of ten thousand
dollars?

~]IN view of the late defeat and

death of so

many Carlists, it is interesting to observe that
each soldier of this clan wears over his heart an

oval piece of flannel, on which is embroidered

a

heurt surrounded by a chain, and the inscription,
“ Do not harm me, for the heart of Jesus is

the heart!

:

~“PLL not believe you
votes,”

men

said Miss Mary Howard

till I see your
to the voters of

Sangamon Co, Ill. = They had nominated her
to the office of Superintendent of Public Schools,
after a fierce struggle, and she confesses that she

has become
and

that

sufficiently aroused by the canvass,

she is ** thoroughly enough opposed to

the monopoly of all effemsinate employment by
men” to accept the situation, and she invites the
voters

of the county

to * verily

by actual ex-

periment their time-worn, but as yet undemon-

wonian question?

;

Dr.

Malcom,

warmly welcomed.

amendment arouses the

vicinity, for Novem-

ber, was held on Monday last. I'he presence

control the practical workings of this motion by
an amendment requiring a definitive recognition

to invest in it, if they use discrimination schools.” Sure enough! Why not apply practi
in making their investments.
There ave cal tests to some of these vexed features of the

old and reliable companies, whichstil keop
ih.

its

early day, a meeting of representatives of

—AMONG the election returns from Kansas is
this: ** Ira Johnson, granger, is elected repre-

this

and

terests varied, embraces but a portion of
the enterprise of this smalitate.
will be
| The friends of Christian union
pleased to learn that a movement is now in
progress for holding in Providence, atan

—WE are certainly a curious people.
Boston,
last Monday, celebrated the anniversary of its
great fire, by « sort of jubilee, in which citizens
generally were “requested to add to. the enjoyment of the occasion by a liberal display ot bunting.”
What could there possibly have been in
such a calamity as that, to hold a jubilee over?
Probably the citizens * thought that one good
*‘house-warming’’ deserved another, though of
a different nature.

in

rest and

the great calamity threatened to the Jlaboring classes may be averted. This House

—THE worst symptoms of the disease, ~the
regular New York type,—~have finally appeared
in Canada.
Alderman Haney, of Ottawa, was
arrested in that city, last week, for offering a
member of the Commons
a large sum of money
to vote on the side of the Government in the division of the House on the Pacific railroad secandal.

sentative

a feeling of compdrative

erate appraisal, were at least eight millions
above
its liabilities, and proposing the
pMcing the management, for a term of
years, in the hands of competent and reliable trustees. If the creditors act wisely,

us a genv-

of a prominent

one, when hbnorably followed; and it is strated, assertions that women are incompetent
ly done ; but against hoarding it, for that is still safe and profitable for certain classes to fill this'office, and that the holding of it wil]
be more demoralizing than teaching district
the main reason why ®e are in this present

!

which the affuirs of the House were fully
unfolded, showing that its assets, on a mod-

come instired before they really understood within,” This they consider an effeetual charm
just what their risks were, have gone down against bullets. But we notice that the bullets
within the last five years. Others ave fol- “kill them just the ‘same, The Almighty does
lowing them:
the direct results ofthe not undertake thus to work miracles by the
high pressure system on which companies wholesale on every baitle-field. If men would
only learn that saving faith consists in higher
have tried to run the business. It js also a things than wearing embroidered flannel over

jtation or

whole

security.
This has been brought about
largely by the report of the committee, to

seems that the great anti-nfonopoly reform movereally
a fine thing.
But men
must nceds ment is debasing itselfto politics. This is what
make a business of it. That of course mul- its best friends have feared. Of course,if the
tiplies the companies, and betore one grangers could go into politick and still keep
|{ their integrity, as a body, it would be one of
knows it they are so numerous, and com- their most potent meaus of reform. But unless
petition is so intense, that only the most they prove an exception to the general rule.in
strategic financiering can give a tithe of such cases, politics will taint aod finally spoil
them a chance for deeent profits.
Their them.

main hope lies in “pushing

which

iuto

till spring, if the Whites let them

—SAN FRANCISCO

save this year, with a trifle added, and to
pay his family the ten thousand at once, it
he should die before the year is out, provided he will repeat the payment every
year that he lives. Such an opportunity is
I

the

Many, both in and out of this state, have
been feeling a deep interest in the misfor-

Tozer's

well-considered, and

alone.

of the

But here is a safe

“If

in

Rhode Island Correspondence.

delegated hand-shake with the “Great Father”
in Washington, last week, promising peace all
around.
Which the Indians will be likely to re-

life insurance
company, that agrees to
take his one hundred dollars that he may

too good to be lost.

church,

If the

apportion-

Sprague.
Engaged in large and diversi—TEN years ago an unknown girl, scrubbing
fied business undertakings, it has done
a dpor-step in Philadelphia to get twenty-five
much to develop the resources and promote
cents to hear Wendell Phillips lecture, Auna
the industry of the state and country.
It
Dickinson is pow a queen among
American
bad, however, so expanded itself that it
women, hardly surpassed as a lecturer, and
could not meet the pressure of the times.worth a fortune.
Tt was a pure fulsehood to say
that she was training for the. theatrical stage,
But the nervous anxiety, which was so
general
a few days agg, has now subsided
—THE Utes, Cheyennes and Xgrapahoes had a

It would take him a hundred ' years to do
or

the

Mission Society.

Priest who proposes to become a Protestant.
We know of nothing better that he could do,
unless it is to stay where he is and seek to redeem Catholicism from the ignorance and superstition into which it has sunk.

sickness

to

the

ty, it will be a serious loss to the Foreign

dollars
a year towards the support of the
family that, still loving, he: may at any
time be buried away from.
Suppose he
wants to leave them ten thousand dollars.

inevitable.

desti-

church, and pay it in to the Parent Society,
and then raise the proposed funds for the
Woman's Society, there can be no possible
objections. They usually make the best
collectors for missions, and if the regular
mission work loses their help in that capaci-

ine reform in the case

which are

an

ladies are willing to raise’

family men are in this world,
The best
he can do, he can barely lay by a hundred

it, not ‘allowing for

extent,

he has been warmly thanked for it by men of the
highest character on every side."

a man

tenths

He is elected to

—BiIsSHOP Potter seems to

sees

is working

Parent Socie-

ty would be left, to quite

tute of funds to carry on its work.
2.; The church can employ what agencies

the Senate

letter.

safest

‘Here is
He

turned into that Society, the

—SEND some copies of the Constitution, par
ticularly the Fourteenth amendment, to New
Jersey.
Bridgton has excluded colored children
from her public schools.
243

means of doing this. All things considered,

it is also the cheapest.

ANSWER.
!
1. It is not. The work of the Woman's
Society is a special effort among the ladies,
for the support of female teachers.
If the
regular contributions of the churches are

interpretation that the Sing Sing prison officials
give Stokes’s sentence of imprisonment at **hard
labor.”

to be

and

pastor and church approve) of raising money lor missions P
Isaac Hyarr,

especially

=—LIBERAL Republicanism did n’t Wholly

filled, he hastens not only to fill it, but to
cause it to stay filled.
Life insurance,
pure and simple, is

2. Is it inconsistent with the functions

Sophomores,
83;

future

Foreign

.

of this Society to do the entire work (if the

’

Gen. Banks.
native State.

basis.

man

Mission Society ?

it chooses for raising mission funds,

life is to do

¢he family hand reaching out to him

Mission Society received on the apportion-

went made to the churches by the

Brief Jottings. s

his capital ;

has under its eyes.
lt sees that money
rules in the market,in the legislative ball, in
the judicial chamber, and sometimes, alas!
in the church itself. The press is too often

condition under

Juniors, 18;

:

1.. Is the money raisedby the Woman's

Freshmen, 34. It is an encouraging exhibit
for a college of its years, and its brighten-

bet-

substantial

RA——

A correspondent makes the following in-

quiries :

pretended to do in Theodore Tilton’s case.

and

Foreign Mission Funds, &o.

Bates CoLLEGE., The annual catalogue
of this institution comes out in good time
and shape. The addition of Rev. Dr. Balkam to the Faculty is a thing of significance
and promise. ~The new class is very creditably largein numbers, and we hear favorable reports of its chardicter. The figures
representing its undergraduates stand thus:

behaves himself, add yearly to

tendency of American

Correspondents will confer a favor

by. heeding this suggestion.

the

sooner will it be rid of others that are
mainly sources of vexation and ‘engines of
fraud,
fe
i

grateful,.

affairs on a safe

ment.

of public

The more rigidly the public

insists on patronizing these companies,

y

ed to Rev; I, I), STEWART, as heis the Financial Agent of the Printing. Establish-

that will live while the shoddy _gompanies

confidence.

!

All remittances of money and letters. on
business sent to this office should be direet-

that good profits are secured both’ to the
companies and their patrons. It is these
grace and still making it worthy

..

Special Notice.

on scientific priuciples, and these ure such

without in some de- and if he lives long enough or adds ‘rapidly
gree yielding to it, than Achilles could sus- enoagh, his death may not bring a pennitain the shower of arrows and receive no less family to want. But this method of
wound.
It may hav Spoaived the baptism ‘saving is often a tedious one. Desides, so
of grace, just as he vt
ipped in the Styx, many pgrsons ont of évery thousand must
but there will always be some vulnerable die this year, and the next, and the next,
paint where the world has held it by the according to the mortality tables, so that
heel,
the longer a man consents to be in laying
It is to this that the church is educated up a competency, the more are the chanfrom the time. its future members first come ces that death will cut him.off in his efAY
in contact with’ daily lite. Dollars are the forts,
end and aim of the struggle that it forever
But by speculation, and Weédon't know

grace of giving, will calmness fill the mind,
a false prin- hind th e hand of plenty shower its how

“honors his manhood who votes for the false

“about

8}

~CAN a church expel a person who isu’t a
member? That is what Plymouth church has

er spiritual or carnal,

~ “eameto them, generally, not as an avenger then use their power to affirm
to whip them into terror with memories of ciple or endorse a mischievous policy. Cau- hoarded possessions over the land. We say
a false life,but to justify and exalt the faith cus {anot really king.. And the citizen dis- ‘nothing against getting money,if it is right-

scene
of tejumph.

the least - said

Denominational News and Notes

iness. _ They
needn't
be designated.
They are not crippled by unprofitable
agencies. Their calculations are based up-

But let us not leave the system shivering. Considering the two ways to get
money,—accumulation and speculation,—
the idea cf life insurance is a capital one.
By accumulation, one may, by patient industry, provided the fates are kind and he

alarmed, they hold their money back, and
ein
party to power.
We tind what seems a pleasant proof and
But the most striking feature of the elec- thus make inevitable the very ‘hard times”
illustration of this statement in lookingover tions appears in the ‘‘new,” “independent,” which they profess to be guarding against.
the list of brief obituaries published in' the “irregular,” and ‘fusion’ tickets made up They withhold, and are the poorer for it.
Shouldn’t the church, above all other in- Register. The average age of these deceased here and there over local issues and special
ministers is suggestive. Last year twenty- candidates, and the immense amount of stitutions, guard itself against committing
; members
four deaths were reported; this year there “scratching”. done by those who used the this folly? But the individual
are eighteen. The average age last year regularly printed ballots. - And of all the make the church. So it will only be by
was 68. This year it is 66. Taking the states where this policy obtained, Massa- the exercise of personal charity and benevtwo years together, we get an average age
chusetts took the lead. Besides many other olence that the collective body will not
a stain. Money will drive away the
of 67. We were not personally acquainted officers, six state senators and twenty-four bear
_.. With all these men. A few died young.” A representatives were voted for in defiance stringency that presses upon daily affairs,
few had suffered for years from impaired of the caucus nominations] and most of But it must be by giving and not hoarding
health. But it is certainly a ripe age for them were elected. And it'is confessed that it. 1f every capitalist and every bank and
ady class of mento reach. And taking those the Legislature gains strength thereby. The every corporation would freelyind proper:
whom we were privileged to know person- vote on the state ticket was very light, for ly circulate the money with which each
ally as specimens of the whole, we may say the interest culminated at the non¥nating pretends to be fortifying itself against failthatit would not be easy to find an equal convention in September, and it has been ure, how long does anybody suppose the
number of representative men frpm any waning ever since. Gov. Washburn’s elec- ‘shard times” would last? Not a week.
The surest way, then, to avoid a panic in
other circle who were more hale or hearty tion was a foregone conclusion ; Butler had
or happy. They were not walking skel- dropped out of sight; most of his| special the church, or rather to prevent the church
ns, thin, cadaverous, bilious, with tones friends stayed at home; and so matters. al- from feeling the too severe effects of the
apparent scarcity of money, is for its mem‘set to the minor key, and faces in which mo-t stagnated.
But the local contests were here and there bers to persistently ‘practice the same habchronie despondency had become incarnate.
Not at all. They Lad eyes open to the sun- spivited and spiteful, and the doctrine that its of benevolence that have characterized
shine, and hearts that warmed and answered | one mustnot “bolt” the caucasnominations, them heretofore. Let the minister have his
to the appeal of all blessed and beautiful after he has gone into a primary meeting, salary and his Thanksgiving turkey; let.
‘things. Some of them carried the grace and no matter what is done or how, was pretty the religious newspaper be kept and paid
One need not be for in every family, and be put into the
“majesty of age with them so that it seemed effecttially exploded.
aying all proper respect hands of those who yet have it not; let the
a covetable thing. Their souls glowed sorry for that.

life,

Ty

enjoyirent,

the democrats or liberal republicans, much
less into the hands of any such coalition as

lost and the democrats have

the church, in

the persons of its members, should hardly
be expected to move unswayed.
Of course
the church, ideally considered, would not
be moved by any of these things.
But we
are to bear in mind that the church, though
a divine institition,is made of human material, and that it can no more feel the force
of a strong and pervading influence, wheth-

patience with the oppressions of capital as
they are seen in our mercantile firms and
manufacturing houses ; the

to the legitimate principles of the bus-

managers

ates an influence amid which

position to indulge indolence and personal
spite this year, when no very vital or general questions are up, as an offset to the hard
worik, the excitements and the enforced fealty
to party which came a year ago.
And there are those who will have it that
that this is an uprising of the people
against the politicians. The: Grangers in
the West are tired of the railroad monopolies;

12, 1878.

that their false policy, though ‘endorsed at

a dis-

local dissatisfaction and indifference,

fers will be found on the third page of this
paper. Turn to that statement.
Subscribérs will be kind enough

are

people are tired of republican rule, and

NOVEMBER

learn’ for, struggle as best it may, it can not
wholly escape the pernicious influence of
the times.
the caucus, will be repudiated. elsewhere,—
and all the move resolutely becanse of their
management and presumption,
—the sooner
Life Insurance.
f
wil! they be cured of their plotting, and
taught to show at least some outward reIt is doubtless too much to expect for
spect for principle. In politics, as every- any really good thing, that it will not be
where else,it is of vital consequence that. used basely.. Society is sucked by too
party fealty and the deference to a majority many leechesto permit it. In every ,combe tempered by conscience and individual munity there are usually more or less who
independence. And the practical affirma- mean to get a living by their wits, and who
mation of that truth is.one of the most strik- always stand ready to take the children’s
ing and cheering things that marked the bread and sell it for gain,—the gain to go
queer and mixed elections dt last week. into their own pockets,
:
And we believe it will be still more promi:
It is 1ainly this class.who have brought
nent in-the elections of the future,
a certain disrepute upon life insurance. For
this is really a good thing; ome of the
best in its way. Ina good many thousand
Money and “the Church.
tases, death is disarmed. of a great terror
rr
—
when its blow does not at the sa
time
There was never a time, doubtless, when leave a family or friends upon the eR
of
the church was so much in danger of imbib- starvation. This is what life insurance is
ing the false spirit of money-getting as now. meant to do. It is what it actually did do
This is so, because that spirit is so perva- until the leeches fastened upon it, and the
sive at the present time, It animates almost
parties who live by their wits mdde it one
every social and business project, and cre- of their means of operation. Since then,

the sooner politicians and

Used wise y and faithfully, its years will be

a

STAR,

of

Newport,

was

The reports made

the several pastors wereof a hopeful
4

acter.

‘The! meeting

by

char-

was’ organized by

choice*of Rev. J. Mariner, a¢ Chairman,
and Rev. W. F, Davis, for Secretary.
Revs. Heath,Phelon and Brewster were appointed Ex. Committee. This meeting is
held in the Committee yoom of the Young
Men's Christian Association, 98 Weybosset
St., on Monday morning following the first
Sabbath in each. month. The presence of

visiting brethren is solicited.

a

The revival meetings of the

are now in progress.
have

been

received

Associdtion

Favorable
from

Apponaug and in Taunton

reports

those

last

held at

week, oth-

ers are to be held this week and next, aod
the awakening of a general revival interest
is not only prayed for but also anticipated.

The ministers of the Association are well
united and are

laboring zealonsly

in their

respective fields for the promotion of the
work of the Master. Tt is deeply regretted
that ill health has caused Rev.

M.

Phillips

to close, or, at least, suspend his labors’
with the church in Pascoag, His: pastor:

ate has been of some nine years' duration,
and the relation which has existed has been

manifestly

pleasant and profitable.

church is supplied until April

The

next,

when

it is hoped the old pastor may be able to return to his post. The church in Tiverton is
still without a pastor, but will doubtless
gecure one at the earliest day practica-

ble.

‘

Lapham

Institute

now

is

passing

through the closing weeks of a successful
term, and the good work

of the school

is

unabated, though it holdsout its hands and
May it reinvites a larger patronage.
ceive what it €o richly deserves,
1t is doubtful if our denominational inter-

ests 10 this vicinity have 'of late been
better condition

than now.

Hurd

in a

labdr,

attended by the blessing of God, will render the season on which we have now en-

»

i

Da

eeeauti

fs
«

At the Inst session

of our

field at Varysburg, found Rev, H, Perry

Jewa Y. M.,

waiting four hours at one station and two at
another, —reaching Fairport late in the evening,
and going through the darkness and beating
storm a long walk, I stood at good Sister Wood’s
door, where I laid aside my dripping garments,

bodiés of

to several small

Baptists, of liberal views.

These, for mutu-

calling

al aid, finally united into one body,

work-

Recently,
thémselves Liberal - Baptists.
_ they concluded to increase their strength
and usefulness by uniting with a larger body,

Home,”
So the lights and

rls.

good report he brought of his brethren,
The Association has 19 churches, 19 preach

ers, 900 members..’
The churches of this Association are loated in Missouri, from Grundy Co. to St.
and the climate delightful.

Some

of the

sister Crowell’s, and spent a Sabbath evening
there and found earnest workers for the Mas-

portance, such as Trenton, St. Joseph and

Plattsburg. The brethren desire visits by |te r.
their newly adopted brethren, and especial- | Last

ly by good preachers, and permanent

B.

Williamson,

Civil

Bend,

emi-

means,

C.

Rev. 8. J. Sellevan and Rev.
Se Joseph, Mo.

Kerns,

It is due to him, that we say, our
Rev. A, F. Davis, who some. years

M. M. H. Hills.

Bro.
since

came to as with several churches of Separate Baptists, has been principally instrumental in bringing about this union. May
he continue in the good work.
O. E. B.

LuaavpPLaN, MINN,

and praying to see still greater displays of
God's power among us. The fields in this
great West are all white. But how few are
the laborers! May the Lord of the harvest
E. L. RUSSELL, ,
send them forth.

East WakerteLp, N. H.

The

Lord is

reviving his work in the Wakefield and Ossipee church. Some sixteen persons have

professed faith in Christ; eight have been
by

added to the church

by request.

and two

baptism;

The Holy Spirit is still moving

in mighty power, convincing many others
of their heed of the Saviour, and we are
expecting soon to witness # general out.

FARNUMSVILLE,

been residing since the war, to Farmington, this
They are
state, their former place of residence.

“both in impaired health,

the

church in East Lenox, Pa., where he is at pres
ent laboring, in a low condition, but he hopes_to
spirit
witness a revival which shall increase its
xual life. One should reasonably hope to accomoppor-

plish much there, judging from the ample

tunity which the situation seems to offer, and we

done
care reasonably sure that Bro, Stevens bus
opewell 1n selecting it as a field of missionary

rations.
Silver Wedding.

The numerous friends of Rev.

Russell

C. L.

and wife assembled at the Parsonage in Champlin, Minn., on the eve of August 16, to celebrate

day,

and

, to congratulate them on the felicities of the

past

the anniversary of their 2ith wedding
and the prospects of the future.

were beautiful and appropriute.

presents

The

pres-

A fitting

entation speech was made by Rev. W. Hayden,
and responded to by C. L. Russell. A prayer
was offered by,W. Hayden; then the wedding
* supper wasrannounced. The tables were loaded
with such viands as would tempt’ an epicure.
_ After partaking of these, the party dispersed,

having passed a profitable as well

as pleasant
“Com.

evening.

3 Work for Harper’s Ferry.
Thanks are poor pay for all the kindness

and

“gifs reseived for Storer College since my
Jetter, but an expression of gratitude

is

last
to

since it

of Christ,

as well as the cause
friends,

due

and
faith
Christian
renews and strengthens
works.
good
and
love
to
s
provoke
friendship,and

Only yesterday, a letter from a distant state, in
answer-to my last in the Star, brought back
in
* most precious memories of mission work
years gone hy.

Our church at N. Parma
under the faithful

Rev. Wm. Walker.

there, and

found

meeting,

sermon,

labors

is

very prosperous,

of its \earnest

pastor,

Ispent a Sabbdth evening

a crowded
conference

house,

a

¥ The Hamlih church gave me

‘They have just built a nice
Penfleld church is united and
the wise ind diligent effort of

prayer

missionary

«©. MH. Jackson, they have just.completed a pleas-

new
‘ant vestry for their church, I diseovered a
thing under the sun there,—** A Butter Party

‘for the Pastor.”

<1t was a * sociable” indeed,

and the piles of golden butter in the cellar next
morning would make any minister preach good

who has built more than a score of
Davis,
All who love to see devochapels in the West.

tion and

with

rewarded

work

hard

complete

success, will sympathize with these friends who
went home that afternoon happy in the posses-

of worship,

beautiful house

sion of a new and
free from debt.

A large congregation assembled in the evening, and the pastor introduced to them the
writer, who directed their attention, tothe condition of the heathen, and urged the importance
to
of making churches missionary organizations

« preach the gospel to every

the discourse the
been previously
,would be taken,
were willing to

After

creature.”

pastor rose and stated, as had
announced, that no collection
but proposed that those who
assist come forward and help

make up $20. Unloosing his purse, he set the
example, and the friends responded by placing
over §22

A Dr other who

on the desk.

and

en a daughter to India came up

giv-

has

laid down

bard

and

burdens

unusual

ure

hMay this little vine, which now seems flouris
husthe
reward
ally
continu
but
fail,
ing, never
;
bandman with abundant fruit.
ROBERT D. FROST:
"4

: Quarterly
NEW DURHAM

Meetings.

with the church at
gation was present,

and most°of the churches
of the
were represented. Quite a number: busines
s
churches are without pastors. The commitiee
was despatched’ harmoniously. The
on protracted meetings made

the

following

as-

Rev, Joel Baker; Pittsfield, Rev.
Nottingham,
Roch.
J. F. Joy; Gonie, Rev. C. O. Libby; Rev. J.
Village, Rev, G. M: Park; East Roch.,
P.
L.
. Joy; Strafford and Burnstead, Rev.

y; 8rd
Bickford ; 2d Sirafford, Rev. C, P.° Chesle
Rev.
rd, Rev. A. Deering; Walnut Grove,
Straffo
A. Caverno; West Lebanon, Rev. Thos,

Keénnis-

of the

C.0.LIBBY,

for 20

Treas.

gession with
Friday, Dec.

will hold

$77.26
Treas.

Q.

M.

will

hold

its

session

D.C. WHEELER,

BosTON Q. M.

The following are the assignments

and Miss
Frank D,

17, Mr. Frank Fridley
In Anoka, vet. 1, Mr.

8. 8. Lesson

For 1873 and 1874,
TOGETHER WITH AN INDEX PREPARED FOR
THE CONVENIENCE OF SUPERINTENDa
ENTS ANI CHORISTERS.
85 Provision is Made for Every Lesson.

ROYAL

Street,

and Miss H. Belle Wade, of F.
Head, Nov. 1, by Rev. A. H. Milliken,

ath.
A.

———————SSBEEEEESEESSE————
AND

—M A Quimby—W Russell-BF Rollins—J R Raynoldslea 1 A Slevens—
s*mith—E D Seavey—8W
dn

RAILROAD

ARRANGEMENT,

FALL

NEW

BOOKS.

Books Forwarded,
"BY MAIL.

Dover at 6.50, 7.05, and 1058, A. M.; and

CNTIONS

By L. 0. EMkRSON

and

no

superior

as

tunes

560 Editors.

400 pages.

and

of

Co.,

To meet the urgent demand of the times the
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE CO. have

determined to

FLORENCE

is the ONLY Sewing Machine that feeds

’

Leave BOSTON

Rev E Smith, Sutton. N H.

«J W Barr, Otselic. N H

“

ALTON

“

DOVER

ig

“

FOR

PORTLAND.

and 12.30, 3.30,

and

BAY 6.35, A.M, and 3.50, P . M.
at 10.4
A. M., and 3.00, 6.17,
10,
P.M.

and

at

TRAINS

8.30,

A.M.,

6.00, P.M.
FOR

ALTON

Wanted.

The,

+1 for Great
A train
‘A train
Portland

Horse and carriage furnished.

495 A MONTH!

Fi B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

Expenses paid.

oh

13t40

;

CLAREMONT,

News

N. H,,

13145

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

Paper,

Book

BOOK AND J0B PRINTING,
BOOK

BINDING

*

STEREOTYPING,

and are constantly making contracts for the same,
with those who desire to do their own publishing.
Please let them know what you wish in any of the above
lines of business, before contracting elsewhere,
The Claremont
N.

BAPTIST

Paper.

They also do, to order, all kinds of

calls,” costing $10 to #100.
Mailed for stamp by
VALENTINE TUMBRIDGE & CO., Bankers & Brokers,

39 Wall 8t., N. Y,

Hi. wish

Man’f’g Co., Claremont,

to announce

publish, annually, a

to

tn

the

public

that

they

Register and Business Directory
OF

NEW

HAMPSHIRE,

containing a correct list of all the business men in
the State, at the time of going to press. And they
also publish a work of the same kind for Vermont,
call
i

WALTON’S

Register,

Vermont
which is now

in the 57th

year of its age!

Any person can have a copy of either book sent to
by mail for Twemty-tive Cents, or both for
him
Forty

The
4a Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the * Hymns and
Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET,

A. 8S. BARNES

&

T=

A.~TEA

AGENTS

The “JOY,” by P. P. Bliss,

STREET, BOSTON.

Street, New

Conventions.

Spécimen

|. Standard“ Concert Choruses,

York

!
!

By H. R. PALMER,

wanted in town and coun-

43 Vesey

Music Books

copy, by mail, for 75 cts.; $7.50 per dozen.

try to sell TEA, or get up club orders, for the
largest Tea Company in America; Importer's prices
and inducements to agents. Send for circular.
Address,
ROBERT WELLS
13t40

Best

For your work this season, are

For Classes, Choruses and

COMPANY,

NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD
eow30t24

45

Cents.

Address,

BAY,

i

For advanced Classes and Chorus Societies.
Spécimen, by mail, 75 ots-; $7.50 per dozen.

Root's Model Organ Method,
By GEO,

F. ROOT.

The latest and best Instruction

Organs.

Book, fox Cabinet.

Specimen copy, by mail, §3.60,

SCHOOL OF SINGING,

P. M., train from Boston leaves Dover at 7.45

Fal's.
leaves Dover for Farmington, at 9, A.M.
leaves Farmington for Dover, Boston and
at 9.56, A.M.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays

$

“SECRET OF SUCCESS IN WALL ST.”
32 pages. Bulls, Bears. Profits on “puts and

Leave BOSTON at 8.30, A. M., and 8.80, P. M.
«
PORTLAND at 6.16, A. M., and 3.20, P. M.
“
DOVER at 10.45, A M., 6.25, P.M,
OTHER TRAINS,
3
The 730, A. M., train from Boston leavés Dover at
10,10 for South Berwick Junotion.

\

Address SECO!
a0 that amount can be made.
Pa., Chicas
& CO.. Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh,
“
Ill, or St. Louis, Mo.

the

:

Agents

cloth can not he pulled apart without tearing it.
from $75to $260 per mouth, nd
We pay Agents
expenses, or a commission from which tw

and keep on hand, as well, an assortment of

CHEAPEST.

Florence, Mass., Nov. 1, 1873.

the “ Elastic Lock stitch.”
can be cut, and still the

It makes
than ours.
Every second stitch

for

work backward and forward, or to right and
left, as the purchaser pay i
It has been
greatly IMPROVED
D SIMPLIFIED,
and 1s far better than any other machine in

the market.
:
IT IS NOW THE

Fully

We will

pay $1030 for any machine that will sew a
stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam

Established more than Forty Years,
still continue, with constantly increasing facilities,
to execute orders for all qualities, sizes and weights of

p

REDUCE
PRICES,
and will hereafter sell their $65 Machine
$45, and other styles in proportion.

THE

and warranted tor five Jee.

licensed

TIE
Claremont Man'f'g Co.,

Boston.

SAVED!

$20

hem, fell,

roider in-a

only $15.

Price

most superior manner.

MA-

SEWING

will stitch,

tuck, qui't, cord, bind, braid and em

sent, post-paid, on receipt of re-

Oliver Ditson &

Machine

This

CHINE,

CON-

FAMILY

SENSE

COMMON

the

Price $1.50.

GENUINE

male, to introduce the

of the

a eollection

music for CHOIRS

everywhere.
5ineana re.
$75 to $250 per month, IMPROVED

4.57, 6.22, and 7.45, P. M.

TRAINS

PERFUME:

to its name, keeps well to

Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION Of the “ Hymns only.”

1873.

TRAINS FOR BOSTON,
et
Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.15, A. M., and 3.20,
8.30, and 6.00, P. M,
“
ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 8.50, P. M.

«

(Successors to WM. B. BRADBURY.)
NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.

4t44

Mary Montaire, both of

MAINE

Pub’s,

MAIN,

&

BIGLOW

:
the

kins. of Weld,
At Parker's

BOSTON

DIADEM

is sold by the leading Booksellers all over the world.
Retail Price, 35 cents; $30 per 100 copies.
g&&~ Ask your Bookseller for it.

bride’s father, by Rev. O. Roys, Mr. Sumuel E. Per-

Mr. Rospoe Royal and Miss

DIADEM

International Lessons

Josephine Hack,
Adams and Miss

R. Foster and Miss Eliza J. Frank, both of G.
of
In Farmington, Me., at the residence

NEW

HYMNS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

Ella E. Leeland, both of A. In the F. B. church at
Champhia, Oct. 25, by the same, assisted by Rev.
Hayden Mr. Wm.E. Seelye and Miss Lille
W.
Hayden, both of C. Mr. J. F. Smith and Miss Louie
Seelye, both of Minnganolie,
In'Gray, Me.. Sept. 5, by Rev. F. Reed, Mr. Joh

A Dick—E
Briggs—8 H Barrett-J Ball & Co—JW Barr—R GBroadJCarr
foot—M W Burlingame—J M Bailey—B A Clark—Hd
Dick—H
—C Green—8 Clark—J Clough—A Deering—A Griffeth—
Dodd—W F Eaton—J C Finis—W G Gould—A
Hart—C
B A Gurney-0 C Hills—A L Houghton—~W_G
H
D Hazelton~J J Hall-E Hannaford—C W Horne—G
Kene
P
A
Johnson—
W
James—N
Holt—R
H
Howard—
T Sibby ~

DL Guernsey, Concord,N H.
A Philbriek, Biddeford, Me.
Rev O E Aldrich, Wyoming, Towa.
“A Ribley, Lewiston, Me,

Ask

In Anoka, Minn., Ang. 8, by Rev.C. L. Russell,
Mr. George Stevens and Miss Georgiana Gould
both of A. In Champlin, Minn., Sept. 16, Mr. panied
Brockwayand Miss Eliza Mead, both of C. Sept.

Abbott—W H Boweil>S H

EXPRESS,

wi

MARRIED

Com.
of
Arr.

Bi

Price $1.50.

The above books
tail price.

On 6C Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, paya
ble quarterly or yearly in advance, at the office where
received.
1
tf

Letters Received.

© # Wm Russell, Ithaca, N Y.
“GH Hubbard, Honey Creek, Wis.
«7 A Stevens, Lenoxville, Pa,
¥, Hannaford, Underhill Center, Vt,
James J Hall. Enosburgh Falls, Vt.
H J Carr. Jackson, O.
Geo Grifin, Wheelock, Vt.
8 W Raynolds. Harrison, Me,
N W Bixby. Edgewood, Iowa.
B R Clark, West Geneva, Mich,
§'H Barrett, Rutland, O.
(OB Mills, New Haven, Mich,
CW Horne, Union. N
H,
Rev G H Howard Ortonville, Mich,
¥. Winslow. New Portland, Me.
0 Roy, Farmington, Me.

carpet

rangement of Bible subjects, its department of songs

Pres.

Bowels.

of the

13143

ROYAL

for little children, its adaptation to the international
lessons, and its general richness and freshness of
music and words, Highly commended by all. Price
35 cts. in Bds.

November 20, 1872.

price

13wdl

Sunday School Song Book

The River of Life!

Secured ?—

$

T

Is attracting the notice of all Leaders of Singing in
Sabbath schools, because of its -very superior ar-

quarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and
not over eight ounces, double this rate, and
so on.

Systematic Work in the Churches—
J Woodman.
how Secured ?—A. P. Tracey. Duty of our Church:
ReyiF. Eaton.
os to the Temperance Cause,—W.
vals—how Promoted ?—J. E. Dame. Relation of the
Pastor to the S. S.,—A. W. Jefferson. How can the
Masses be Reached and Saved ?—J. Rand. Best
Method of Sabbath Services,—A. L. Houghton.
Greatest Want of the Church—how can it be Met ?—

Andrews—W

The

Has

GREGATIONS.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

PAPERS.

§

HAS NEVER BEEN EQUALED,
oan
Blast plying.

This BEAUTIFUL SABBATH SCHOOL SONG
BOOK, is sold dt $30 per Hundred in B’ds; $25 per
100 in paper.

F. A. Barnard,

Stomach and

true

Tagit approved sacred

Papers will be one cent each per month, or 75 cents
per hundred.
Postage :—In packages to one address. not weighing over four ounces, one cent, or, three cents a

Clerk.

evening, Dec. 6.

i

century.

1veow
LESSON

WESTERN R.I. Q. M. will hold its next session
in West Scituate Academy, Dec. 6,7. Let there
ve a
general attendance as there is business of imporMinistess’ Conference, Friday
tance to be done.

is It,and how

.

THE

to pe

Contains 1,000 of the very best psalm

Best and Oldest Family Medicine .—SANFORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, “Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver,

and

an.

turn stamp, M,

American Tune Book!

This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as
the Sewing Machine, and is fast becoming Popul
with ladies, in the place of expensivesneedle-work,
its work being much more handsome, Tequiring less
time and not one-tenth part the expense. “o lady’s
toilet is mow complete without it. “A Machine with
illustrated circular and full instructions seot on receipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2 75.
Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,
;
309 Broadway, New York.
AGENTS WANTED.
1yeow21

with the Fairmount church,commencing at 2 o’clock,
Wu. 8. LxIGH, Clerk.
P.M, Friday, Nov. 28,

for the next session i—
Christian Union—What

confined

MUSIC

waves,” and

tH. R. Palmer.

Embroidering aid Fluting Machines.

Clerk.

next

be

and SINGING SCHOOLS.

«1t is ingenious and will meet the wants of every
matron in the land.”
Exhibition of 1872.
New York,

valuable package of
dress with six cent reYOUNG & Cb.,173 Greenwich St,N.Y.

goods sent free oF

L

the front of all books for CHOIRS, CONV

AWARDED BY THE
American Institute,
:
TO J. W. McKEE,
WELD
FOR

your Druggist for it.
LAKES

Still

DIPLOMA,

UNITY Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Dixmont and Plymouth church, at Plymouth vil-

CHAIN

WORKING CLASS al

‘no capital; instructions

THE STANDARD!

is the best
for beautifying
It imparts smoothness, transparthe complexion.
ency and rosy freshnessto the skin. ' Cures all eraptions of the face. 1s not injurious. Sold by Druggists, or sent by Mail. Price 50 cents per box.
Address
MILLER BROS.,
25t39
~113 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

its next

BENJ. Fogg,

y

ONLY.

SACRED

ANTHEO
preparation in, the world

.

Bist or 100 pe Sn

: Xo, 91 Liberty Street, New York Oity, N.Y.

NEXT BUILDING TO ADAMS HOUSE.

by curing, not by caus-

John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.

nn

DR. J. BALL: & CO., (P.0. Box 957.)

Borders, at

a first.class

' 873 Washington

MADAME DE ROSSA’S

the Monev Creek church, commencing
12, at 2 o’clock, ». M.
«As G. BRANN, Clerk.

lage, Dec. 5—7.

will

35 cents per bottle.

&

Send

Agents Wanted

cents.

CASH

$24.76

BABY SYRUP

your child

Relieves

Free.

Gentlemen or Ladies.
$5 to’ $10
a day guaranteed.
Full particulars sent free. Write toring to

Panic Prices;

mg it to sleep, as its restored health and thrifty
growth will soon indicate. Sold by druggists. Price

Co., N. Y., as that will be my Post Office address
the coming winter.
STEPHEN KRUM.
Q. M.

Squares, "with

. Also the usual stock found in

on hand, and your children will never be sick. MK
will instantly ¢ure sour stomach, dysentery, griping
in the bowels, wind colic, &c. Gives relief in teeth.
ing. Pleasant to take. Contains no opium or mor-

Distinguished Honors.

HousTtOoN

Mailed

at $I.

store—all selling at the same low rate.
The sale of these Carpets at these low

MOTHERS, READ THIS!
phine.

sw of Rav.

'ASTE NO MORE
MONEY BY ADJUSTING
HUGE GLASSES UN YOUR NOSE AND DISFIGURING YOUR FACE.
Pamphlet of 1
a

Cost of Lrodustion,

One Invoice of 200 Rolls OIL'CARPETS

Society.

—

As I have closed xy labors for the present in the
Noble
Q. M., Ind.,and intend to spend the coming
winter in the state of New York, I would
siy that
ii any of our churches wish my labors they can
correspond with me at Caroline depot, Tompkins

&

than

* very much under usual price.

DUDLEY.

L.A. DEMERITT,

KEEP -MILLER’S

may

store Impaired Vision and
™W
u
Overworked Eyes;
how to cure
Watery,
Inflame
and
Near-S
Erot, and ail ether Diseases of the

BRUSSELS CARPET and OIL CLOTHS

69.85

‘Special Notices.

booker-J Tukey--A

M.—Held its last session
A good deleew Durham.

%

N'Y,

1

Dover, N. H.

Notices and Appointments.

WINONA

Less

1000 Drugget
half value.

1.00
5.00

Samuel D. ‘1illman, Corresponding S¢c’y.

borne.

being

Mission

N

STEREOS

be sent
M, Aby
one sending 25 cents to Miss
A.
M,
II
ouERs N.H. Also packages

stra

= NEW BNGLAXD CARPET (0.,

*
BALTIMORE, MD., Oct. 31.
The Maryland Institute has awarded Wheeler &
Wilson the gold medal for the new No. 8 Sewing Machine. Other sewing machines received nothing.

are
$5. Those who know what hard tatruggles
and
introduce
and,
churches
build
te
A. P. TRACEY,
required
C. B. Griffin.
C. B. GRIFFIN,
these
carry forward benevolent enterprises in
A. W. JEFFERSON.
sponwestern communities, will appreciate this
The congregation went away |
Post Office Addresses.
taneous offering.
ss, that
with warm hearts, baving found, doubtle
Rev A G Broadfoot, Victoria, Ill.
are
it is especially blessed to give, when times

sermons. Leg the churches try it. and see If it oy
“does not work like a charm.—A visit to Wal-

¢

Dover, N. H.

Addvess, ¥. W. Asorr, Concord, N. H.

"RESTORE your SIGHT,

CASH,

Second Quality do.,

12)
3.9

a
Foreign Mission.
0s
,
80.00
J H Hogbin, Cherokee, Kansas,
8 8, Manghester. v ich.
per J G English,
r
3
Mrs Marfa
M H1/L Starksboro, Vt,per R M Migard, 10.00
6.76
:
Grand River Q M, per A J Davis,
Lisbon Q M, per J Spooner, °
7.25

VIENNA, Nov. 1, 1873.

More

4.95
50

3.00 |

The Emperor of Austria has conferred the “Imperial Order of Francis Joseph” upon Hon. Nathaniel

PF.

A.

plished, real aid being rendered by Rev.

Woman’s

iH

Telegrams to the New York Herald.

in
mbeting, all alive with interest, as the figures

_apother column will tell.

Machine

Wheeler, President of the celebrated Wheeler
Wilson Sewing Machine Company of New York.

8.

3

"9.00

Woman’s Miss. foc., Moultonboro & Tuftonboro ch,
4.76
Melvin village, N H, per Mrs O Richardson,
Womans Miss. Soc,, Ea Parsunsfield, Me, per A 8S
4.00
'olsom,
1.00
Mrs E G Knowles, Dover, N H,
:
Woman's Miss. Soc., Limerick, Me, per Mrs M B
12.00
Bean
Mrs A Cobb, 1.00: virs H Stover, 1.00; Mrs A Smith,
Low. all of Limington & Limerick ch, per Mrs
obb,

AUSTRIAN COURT HONOR TO AN
AMERICAN CONTRIBUTOR.

signments for each church :—
Barrington church, Rev, Hosea Quimby ; BarnG. 8.
stead, Rev. W. Rogers; Bow Lake, Rev.
Canaan,
:
‘| Hill; Chichester, Rev. D. L. Edgerly;
D.
a warm welcome, Rev. A. C. Peasléy; Deerfield, Rev.
Rev. L. P.
aint; Dover, Rev. KE. True; Epsom,Foster
parsonage.—The
; MilRev. C. C.
ickford ; Farmington,
C.
prosperous. By ton,
Rev. W. T. Smith; New Durham, Rev.
;
Emery
Rev.
Ira
their pastor,
Northwood, Rev.
I. Pinkh¥m;
and

F. B.

The Vienna Exhibition.

fluence
symmetrical education, general enlightenment,
discovery and invention; its power to create
wealth and to produce the noblest type of character; its glorious future in time and in eternity ;
the final recognition and reunion im Heaven;
closing with the question, ¢ How much will you
do to sustain it?’
Then began the work of raising $600, to pay
of the indebtedness, which was soon accom-

Rev. D. P. CiLLEY and wife have lately returned from Patterson, N. C., where they have

rd, on note, Hamlet,

;

THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,

$417 60

100 rolls of the celebrated Quaker Wool Carpets at

is

building

The

i

"s

A Gem worth Reading !-—-A Diamond
SAVE YOUR EYES

"HAS DONE IT"

Whitestown, N Y., Nov. 4, 1873.

out for cash at less than cost of production.

The dedication services, held Oct. 26th, were
conducted by the pastor, other ministers present
was 1. Tim. 4: 8.
text
participating. The
+ (zodliness is profitable unto all things, having

Ministers and Churches.

reports that he finds

Rev Washington shephe!

CARPETS FOR THE ProPLE!
The Panic has Done
it! Several large invoices of Carpets have been
gent over to us from the manufacturers to be closed

this place is enjoying a good degree of pros- promise of the life that now is, and of that which
perity. Last Sabbath (Nov. 2), three per- 1s to come.” After an introduction, showing
sons followed the Saviour in the ordinance how largely profit is the main-spring of human
salary, being
-of baptism, and others have asked for the action (often, in the form of a large*‘ call” to the
loudest and most impressive
the
>
“prayers of God's people.
, speaker discoursed upon the inministry)the
A. M. FREEMAN.
:
of Christianity on civilization, science,

REV. T. A. STEVENS

For other work
Young,
Milton Budlong, Falrport,

F*

good style.

at

The church

Mass.

with

Sold by all Druggists.

sale of the Eureka

NY,

A AR

Ne

“Deli

7.85

*
We

use it once will use no other,

pieely finished, and, by the help of the ladies,
neatly furnished, having furnace and fixtures in

J. 8. POTTER,

pouring of the Spirit.

in the state.

%

singers,
ted with the
hool, Rev N

Fi

The unprecedented

The Panic

15

For'ur ohotamraphs
photographs of of Harper's
Harper's I Ferry

twist, is accounted for from the fact that those who

at Central City, Iowa.

Baptist edifices

“

Andrews, O Simons, 1.00 each, Fabius,

75 cents, never before sold for less than $1.
One invoice of 63 rolls Two-Ply at 62% cents.
One invoice of 44 rolls at 50 cents.
One invoice of 175 rolls Printed Carpets at 25 cts.
‘Best Engligh Tapestry Brussels at 125 cents.
Second quality do. at $1.
100 Drugget Squares, with borders, at half value.
little more than half their number, were set off
Brussels Carpets and Oil Cloths very mueh under
into the Wanbeck church, five miles away, and
gince that’time their membership. has again in- usual prices.
One invoice of 200 rolls Oil Carpets, 20 cents.
creased, mostly by conversions, to about a hunAlso the usual stock found in a first-class Carpet
©
dred.
Store—all selling at the same low rate.
previously
been
Last April, the lots having
The sale of these Carpets at these low panic prices
secured and the foundation laid, the: pastor took will be confined to cash only.
J
the subscription in hand ,and by his faculty of
NEW ENGLAND CARPET Co.,
not
would
others
where
assistance
procuring
872 Washington street, Boston,
3t46
Next building to Adams House.
expeot it, of enlisting every body in the work
been
and making them happy in giving, he has
instrumental in erecting one of the finest Free

us. Twenty have been added to the church
"the present season, fifteen by baptism and
five by letter. As a church, we are hoping

Penfield,

Ch col., Wm White,

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,

hundred inhabitants, on the Wapsipinicon river,
The
in the northern part of Linn Co.; Towa.
community is mostly made.up of eastern people,
Rev. O. E.
quite a number being from Maine.
Aldrich,of Wyoming, has been laboring here
four years, during which tine scores have been
A year ago sixty members.
added to the church.

The Lord is still with

.

ANNE

Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue.

Central City is a little village of about two:

Revivals, &c.

Smith

AY

PNR

Box
DIXON,
sent at wholesats. Co

One Invoice ot 44 Rolls, at 50 cents.

-

vegetable pulmonic.

.

-Dedication

Jane.

pe

sic.
want.”
new, just
A
One copy,
A
ia
10 a
Cut this out. * Only
Waiting,"58 page,
ig the most affecting piece I ever heard.

"LARGE
A
mail to any

Quaker Wool

MASTER YOUR COUGH AT ONCE With Hale's Honey

bard-

Bro. Hills is failing and

**
bid

RE

PRAISE.

we

A
> Lai
6.60
26
2.0

At

of Horehound and Tar. Every affection of the lungs
chest or throat tending to consumption, is not only
relieved but absolutely obliterated by this wonderful

ly able to go from home, #0 we must not expect
too many missionary letters from sister Hills;
but let all the sisters work earnestly to kindle a
So shall the
missionary spirit in the churches.
deserts south, and over the sea, ring for joy.
ANNE 8S. DUDLEY.
Whitestown, N. Y., Nov. 4, 1873.
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ible case of Canker.

Mrs.

A most delightful visit was’enjoyed with

papers

"

2.00
y

FOR

the

See Notice.

vigorous

:

4
*

FOR THE PEOPLE.

60

%
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+
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or

fend,
*
35
Several large invoices of CARPETS have been
Rev Wm Taylor, Rochester, NY,
2 86
Col’s in ch, Fairport,
*
7.87 sek over to us from the Manufacturers, to be closed
Mrs 8 Nitiams, 255 Wille, Williams, 25: Mattie
Hill, 05, Fairport, N Y,
al
55
Mr A C Hill,
a"
bits
5.00
Dea Plumb,
h
.
1.00
A friend, per Rev Mr Howard, Fairport, N Y;
1.00
Julia Conant,
x
~
1.0
Mrs Julia Wolsey,
hi
ALE
2,00
Mrs Hannah Barden, Bethany,
NEE
oy
1.00
Rev G W Knapp. Colesville,
or
1.0
Mrs H A Alnsworth, Varysburgh,
"
1.0
Joel P Streeter. on note,
Fulton,
“
10,00
Stephen Griffeth,
+ (Gilberts Mills, - **
«20,00
C Penney, E Holmes, F Shepherd,H Crane $2 each,
00 | 100 Rolls of the Celebrated
© Gilberts wills, N.Y,
Rev A E Wilson. G W Turner,P Perry,Elias Thomus, A Benedict.
H. Willard, 8 Smith, Mrs R
Griffeth, A Smith, H Chamberlain. W Byer, F
Marsden, Mrs KE Thomas, Mrs Allen, Mrs J
Shepherd, Mrs
Jewett,N Morgan, E Gardiner.
Mrs Gardiner. Mrs Turner, Della Turner, J
Atkinson, 8 Griffin, Mrs 8 Hays. E Coe, Miss
{f4ppell, C Holmes, $1 each, Gilberts Mills,
Carpets, at 75 cents, never before sold for
f
1
27.00
.
i
Miss Newton
ho
a5 less than $1.
E More, H Holenbeck, Mrs A Wise,$1 each,"
3.0
at
Ch col.,
v
"
3.32 One Invoice of 63 Rolls, TWO-PLYS,
Mr and Mrs Dea Parsons, Phenix, NY,
6.50
63 1-2 cents.
f
Rev E Crowell,
be
1.40
pr E Crowell,
"
L10
‘Henry
Russ.
.
1.00
OB Merwia,
at
2.00
Ch col.,
1d
2.40
One
Invoice
of
175
Rolls
PRINTED
Dr Nims, Syracuse,
a
200
CARPETS, at 25 cents.
virs Ira Cobb,
bi
2.00
Mrs P H Gurtis.
"
1.0
Mrs M M H Hills, A Bacon,Rev LL E Bates, M StanBest ENGLISH TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,
ton, Mrs Sprague, ‘E Wheadon, C Brown. E
at $1.25.
>

VEGETINE has never failed to cure the most inflex-

and mammon.”

He that hath earsto hear, let him hear.

Mo.;

Silas
\

God

serve

not

said, * Yecan

Ch col.,

It was started in 1827, and is to-day one

of the brightest and most
which we are acquainted.

Jesus

‘tobacco, were arrayed in their true light.

Daviess

8. Williams, Plaitsburg,

published.

mno-harm

darling

The

workers?

and

most

A YouTn’s PUBLICATION.—For nearly half a century the Youth’s Companion, of Boston, has been

sins, that self seeks indulgence in, .tippling and

Co., Mo. ; Rev. D. 8. Miller, Trenton, Mo. ;

Rev.

one

heard

Sabbath I was at Fabius, and

of the most faithful temperance sermons, by
Rev. L. E. Bates. Sabject, What hinders? Why
strength,
do .the churches lack* spirituality,

grants to their respective vicinities. We
gubjoin a few names for any correspon. dence desired :—Rev. Wm. Leek and Rev.
W.

and

at Bro.

in Phoenix

of

enter-

with

;

alwortl), -

binith, Mary

B0

5.00

2,00
1.1

Sm
ary
Jane
Smith, Ernest Swith,
$1 each, Walworth, N Y,
' am
Mr Soule,
44
’
25
J Andrew, Lincoln, Ill,
1.00
Mrs Fuller, Ontario, NY,»
50
Mrs Harrison,"
.30
Hezekiah Hill*
‘
25.00
LS Yoynten, -,
5.00
Mr Soule, Walworth, NY,
:
25

Rare is the genius, and blest as it is rare,’ which
can oreate additional seurces of amusement and, instruction for the minds of children. The effort to
teach Natural History by the new Game of Birds
called Avilude is every way successful. This game
is highly commended. Sent post-paid, on receipt of
75 cents, by West & Lee, Worcester, Mass.
2145

’

I found a welcome

churches are near villages and cities of im-

Tira rs DM

3

REGISTERS for 1874 now published.

rejoice

and

Jesus, trust God,

always in the truth.

2}

altar,

the oppressed Rd free, and renewed their cove-

nant to work for

Ch A

Mrs Frost.
James Newhall,
Col at Lincoln,
Oscar Peacock,
L Wager,

THOMAS E. PEDEN, Clerk pro tem.

The white haired fathers, young men home
from the war, mothers and maidens rejoiced that

and inviting,

The country isrich

© -«Josepb.

and
was

the

thrilling, and the Lest gifts brought to

clear

=

i"
"

Mrs Win Taylor,

Petrea church, Oct, 26,26, Rev.J. W. Martin,
Corresponding Messenger from Athens
Q. M.,
and Rev. Alva Crabtree, of Little Scioto
Q. M.,
were with us and added much to the interest of
the meeting. - On Sabbath the new and beautifl church erected at Petrea wus dedicated to the
worship of God.
Sermon by Rev. J. W. Marn.
hd
Next session witli “Huntington church, Ross
Co., Ohio.

hundred

two

take

and

papers, und are all loyal to the country
meeting
missionaty
Christianity! The

and

JACKSON Q. M.—Held its last term

and learning more of the Freewill Baptists of about forty voters. It has one store, a black=
and of our Y. M., they at once appointed a smith shop, two churches and a good sclioolrepresentative, who met us and applied for louse, and what is remarkable, has not allowed
admission for himself and his brethren. Of liquor sold in its borders for forty years! No
homes, and
course they were joyfully received. We wonder they have such beautiful
newshappy families,

house

5.400

5.

- ind Swivarion, on note, Rochugter, NY,
ro
*
Warsaw
a

igh to direct them, the,church may be enabled
i flo Hiden toward the up-bmlding of the cause

bert's Mills, a quiet rural district in Oswego Co.,

were pleased with Bro. Leek, and with the

Revs,
Dunn,

Next session with the church in New Lyme,
commencing the fourth Friday in Jan., 1874, at
IRA SLATER, Clerk.
In | 2 o'clock, P. M.

go

and

shadows ‘come

ith a good

debt, a live minister and the talent

Oct. 26th found me at Gil-

quick succession.

passed.

Plise of its members and the spirit: of the

a *¢ Pilgrims’

to find

and felt truly thankful

the house of debt.

5.00

"
“"
ha

Ws

SONGS:

3 CARPETS

’

“

Phillips N simmons, Hamlin, N Y,

Appro-

also

church were with us, so it could not be gtherwise than that we should have a
Q.
M.
The church in Colebrook, under the. labors of
their pastor, Rev. E, H, Highee, have been repairing their house of worship and fitting up
their grounds, making both interesting and attractive. At the close of the dedicatory sermon
by Professor Dunn, a collection wns taken of
one hundred and BAY doltars, sufficient to clear

back across the country, facing the * Line
Storm” twenty ‘miles,~missing the train and

The
W. Leek.
Rev.
representative,
formAssociation
churches composing this

Passed,

temperance

.and above all the spiriv of the great head of the

Coming

there.

ing hard to build up our church

Miss, Asso,

ur meetings of worship were interesting.
R. Clark,N. H. Furr, G, H. Ball, Prof.

A brief but pleasant visit to the Genesee Q. M.

held at Wilton, an Association of Liberal
Baptists, located in Mo., joined us, by: their
erly belonged

C slmmons,
Ch eol.,

:

~~

forward soon.

A Worthy Example.

phate resolutions on

the State Home

i

Plass,

ES

ey,

ents--Wa

ens

rs Caroline

Church col.,
Mrs 8 M Hovey,
J Greenville,

A

i
their heaven-appointed 1nissiqn.
J. M. B.
North Scituate, Nov. 4.

Jacob Cosman,

time. The committeeon business reported the
following: That we recommend the appointing
of collectors in each church to collect funds for

et

times” need not discourage or retard pas© tors and churches in the accomplishment of
/

interesting meetings we have enjoyed for a long

May they be richly rewarded

in their labors of love, and earnestly ¢ontend for
the faith once delivered to the saints.—The Fair
port chufch with its new pastor, Rev. R. L.
Howard, ig"pitching its tents on high ground,
They have a good congregation and 8. school,
with every indication of increasing prosperity.
Five were baptized recéntly, and others will go

‘hard

threatening

and

Actual

harvest.

Harper's Ferry.
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MACHINE CO., NEW YORK.

A Book intended to clear

the Art of Singing.
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Specimen copy, by mail» $3.00."
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THE “MORN ING STAR,
Dupuytren conld not help smiling at tbe
“How much does a barrel cost then
“Why, 260 francs, atleast; but I'll tell
you a secret, I've got 200 towards it safely
| stowed away in a stocking.”

Homes.

Two

———

stood,
Two homes among the mountains
And beth bad goodly, lands ;
®ne Jooked upon the inland fields,
One watched the white beach-sands,

A view of misty hills,
And river-threaded valleys, flecked
With busy, toiling mills.
ed
One house stood forth, as if it scorn
The shrinking orchards shade ;
gate
‘And straight and trim from door to
The smooth brick walk was laid.
No flowers bloomed ; the lawn was smooth
As velvet from the loom;

And down the lane some poplars stood
In stiff and stately gloom.

oH

The very corn-fields seemed to hate

}

The free and easy breeze.

»

The cows were of superior breed,
The horses strong and sleek;
The good wife—ever at her work—

A woman sad andmeek.

s.” What! you won't?

The man himself, an honest man,

‘Whose children knew the birch,
Hard working, sober, fair in deal,
And always prompt at church.

my man

Made butter in the dairy.
The simple rooms were sweet and rich
‘With gleanings from the wood,
The hills, the sea, and everything

Of beauty and of good.

Despite

The poet’s book, the artist’s gem,

a word with

to

the

“gf

The other shed an influence sweet;
One felt nor knew the thrall;
For one loved God in church and creed,
And one loved God in all.

the

count,

Leon burst into a loud laugh.
“Ten pounds! why, that’s a whole month's
pocket-money.
You're coming it rather
strong, my friend,”

The fa amily Circle,

A cold sweat came ou: on Dupuytren’s
forehead ; but still he forced himself to try
once more.
:
“Well, then, do without pocket-money for

Brothers.

one month, and you'll give me the means of

—

“Bless me! it’s a very cold day for bread
and cheese, and nothing to wash it down
with,” said Chassagne, the young waterseller, as he went to give some water to
the portress of the house in an attic of which
he had his lodging. “Very dry fare. I'll
bet that young gentleman who lives under
me has something to make his more palatable !”

living and studying for the whole quarter ."
“You are surely not serious, Dupuytren,—
but there's the bell ; that’s some of my friends.

Good-bye, if you wdn't stay.”
. 80 Dupuytren goes back hopeless to his
room. There he finds Chassagne rubbing
his hands before a tureen of smoking soup.
“Come,

-are you going up. stairs, Chas- |,
tor if you

please to band in this letter at No.
postman has just left it.”

ste, |

make haste, it's getting coid.”

“Why, you good creature, you'll be mak-

4 hole in the stocking.”

“Well, you

see,”

made in it a short time ago, ‘‘we must dine;
and besides, you'll make it all up to me,

“Why ? poor fellow, he hasn’t left his
room these three days; and more than that,
I’m sure he has not had a mouthful to eat

you know,
hospital.”

morning.

If I

Rover knows a great many things ;

and a dog is, that a man knows

ence between right and wrong.
does not; that is

had

milk and a bit of bread to-day.”
“Really now, do you think he is so clemmed?
It almost makes me think-of taking
up to him mine. Ah! you should have

dreamt of.

eould

look

around,

He

however, with his bread and

soon

Atver-

when you are bead

which

he placed on the table. He cut off some
slices, and began to eat quite cheerfully.

.

Poor Dupuytren's heart -was too full: he
seemed more Tikely to faint than to eat.
“There, now! I wartant you won't

“ Rover
to do some

man

at
:

the

The

honse-surgeon,” who

done he puts himself into the shafts,
eat

and

wheels it away to show it to Chassagne.
fellow; I shall
he.cries to the

“What ! you don’t mean to say that you're

Fou impudent opel you acwal-

Wy véntute to-thank me fot the barrel, when,
1 but for me, you'd hayé had it more than
head surgeon at the hospital,”
“Ah
! come now, that is too good. Why, six months ago.”
+Do you think any barrel 1 could have
that's liké my wishing, us I do, when I put

I'm

: my wishing cap on, to have, instead of that | bought would bave been half as much to me

pair
of buckets,

a barrel all to myself,—a | 88 that one 7” says the other.
|
‘Well, Chassagne, shakes hands;
painted red, with the hoops}
fine new barrel,

What

a proud

i
if you

day’! talk like that, there's nothing else for it.

tll be when first I put myself between the | We mus

shafts
and wheel my own barrel,”

‘“ Does he know that it is wrong for him
to catch the Bhicens m

¢ Because the other day when

The moral tone of

tractive, worthy of thie author of ** Enigmasof

He

Life,” and they compel the wish for more and
frequent products of a mind whose resources are
seen
to be at once ample and admirable. The
subjects dealt with in this volume are as follows :
Madame de Stael ; British and Foreign Oharacteristics; False Morality of Lady Novelists;
Kingsley and Carlisle; French Fictien—the
Lowest Deep; Chauteaubriand; M. de Tocque-

privileges for

He does not admit the inferiority of

ville; Why are Women

Redundant? Truth ve,

Edification; Time; Good People. There is not
one of these essays but will richly repay a reading, aud some of them will
critical and patient study.

bonotifully

reward

THE POETICAL WORKS OF EDMUND OLARENOE
STEDMAN. Complete edition, Boston: James

I caught|}

hich we are putting upon our girls, between
the ages of fourteen and twenty, is one which it

him trying to catch one he looked ashamed
and guilty, and ran and crawled under the

can’t

do

afraid of

any-

being whipped.

great us to excite the giavest alarm;

He had been

that, if the causes now

R. Osgood
&
Co. 1878. 16mo. pp. 342.
It is a beautiful and in many respects a choice

ws actions of men, but a

aftera fashion.

and adds

fresh-hearted,

should continue

and beautiful

fit of the niembers of his own church, giving
a copy to each, with the hope that they might
thus be enabled to find the service of the communion 8 more suggestive and “helpful thing.
The aim is wholly

and managed

securing an education

for boys,~the

which

c'amoring

reformers

are

bymns seleeted with special appreciation and excellent judgment, and adapted to minister to the
‘bighest

#re

the materials

The style of both the

original and the selected articles, whether poetry
make the outward ordinance quicken the inward
affections ; and they who use it for these ends will

hardly fail of profit. It is put up
once tasteful, rich and beautiful.

view of

which

ends,—~such

or prose, is simple, direct, fervent and effective.
It is meant to nurture devoutness of spirit; and

very thing

for,

religious

‘thal enter into the book.

no

sci

2

ina

form at

MUSICIANS, is described
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nee of Ignatz

Dome and Phin
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spiritual profit

tions adapted to the successive stages of the service, and that are once suggestive and quickening,

which are

with a

practical, and

is the one end in view. The design of the ordinance, questions for self-examination, medita-

ries and colleges on substantially thy
same basis
| as those for the education of boy.
and especially does he protest against the education of the
founded, designed

By

Ray Palmer.
New York Ind Chicago A. 8
Barnes & Co. 1873. 16mo. pp. 102.
Dr. Palmer originally prepared this beautiful
and excellent little volume for the special bene-

an adapta-

institutions

volume which the publishers thus

ReMEMRER Me: or, TheHoly Communion,

experience weeps over.” And so heftrikes with
all his strength against putting our
girls’ semina-

girls in those

vivacious,

offer us.

the boy, as a boy,he insists are at war with the
necessities of the girl, as a girl. They may both
study the same books, and aith at the same result, but they may not safely work in the same
way.
** Appropriate education of the two sexes, carried as far as possible, is a consummution
most devoutly to be desired; identical education
of the twor sexes is a crime before God and humanity, that physiology protests againgt-and that

and

clear-voiced,

everybody is glad to recognize and who never
bores or tires us with his music.
Itis a ohoice*

tion of our methods to its special and imperative
demands. The methods adapted to the wants of

boys

manly,

fuspiriting and melodious singer, and not at all
given to morbid musing or feeble sentime
.
ing, His chosen themes suggest inward hefilth,
and his treatment of them is such as makes him a
cheery and welcome companion, whose presence

what he calls for is a recqgnifion of the claims of
sex in the-education of our girls, and

He can | from theory into fact.

her | many things which he ean not do.

This curious animal has four toes on

at work

existed and increased during the last fifty, the
wives who are to be mothers must be drawn
(rom trans-atlantic homes, “The sons of the New
World will have to re-act, on a magnificent
scale, the old story
of unwived
Rome and
the Sabines.”
He admits that there are other
causes at work to produce these results; but insists that the educational methods, adopted or in
process of adoption, are most promivent among
the evil influences, and, if they are continued,
will almost unfit the most highly cultivated women for the functions of motherhood.
And so

are a great

hunters’
another
and that
not only

dogs come too near. She has also
weapon for these impertinent dogs,
is her tail...This useful member
serves as a fifth leg, but as a club.

When dogs get near enough she gives them
dreadful blows with it.

The one I'm telling about is the Giant
Kangaroo, and is about four feet high ‘when
sitting up.. There are

about: fiity

species

known, of all sizes down to one not so big

as a rat. In the Malay Islands the smaller
kinds are often caught and tamed. They
are exiremely graceful and pretty peis.
Kangaroos are sociable, fellows; some-

be sworn brothers,you and I, from

henceforth.”

L

kind, the Tree Kangaroo, even lives in

the

{

One little lellow, belonging to tae family,

is ealled the Jerboa Kangaroo. He 1s about

;

y

:

which he rests them.
Suffice it to say that he
has given us the most thoughtful, candid, earnest
and effective discussion of this question of co-ed.
ucation, from his own standpoint,
that has yet

the highest privilege and the highest bappiness of man.”—§8. S. Advocate.

Dreaming

and Doing.

appeared.

i Dre re

MR

the moral losses and mischiefs which more or
less conservative men and women predict as the

result of bringing the

#0

that

she

may

ed women of the
so give

Amy was delighted at the thought, and
ran home and got her basket, and called
her little dog Quilp, with the intention of
going at once to pick the blackberries.
Then she thought she would like to. find

out, with thie did of her slate and pencil,
how much money sie would make if she
were to pick five quarts. She found she
should make eighty cents—almost énough
to buy new calico dress.
“But supposing I should pick a dozen

should I earn then?”

So she stopped and figured that out... ‘‘Dear
me ! It would come to a dollar and ninety:
two cents!”

Amy then wanted to know how much
fifty, a hundred, two hundred, quarts could
give her; and then, how much she could

get if she were to put thirty-two dollars in

he builds a roof-of grass andi-Jeaves which the savings bank, and receive six per. cent.
looks much like the grass around it. Most interest on it.

cat

* Quip grew very impatient, but Amy did
not heed his barking; and when she was at
last ready. to. start, she found it was so near
to dinner-time that she must put off her enterprise till the afternoon.

down as much as be wants, then rolls his ail

As soon as dinner was over, she took her

people would pass the little Louse twenty
times a day and never see it,
. When the ¢unning litile fellow can’t find

grass near by that is long enough,
off till he fiads some, and

proceed:

he goes
to

basket, and burried to the five-acre lot;
but a whole troop of boys from the publi¢
school were there before her. It was atto lus neat with the load. .
When the house’is done, and’ the babies urday afternon.
School did not keep; and
fn it, the mochier is very careful to clos the they went out with their baskets,
door, when she goes out, by drawing a
Amy soon found that all the large ripe
whisp of grass before it. These little ba- berries had been’ gathered. Not enough
bies, you #ee, have no nice fur bag to ride to make up a single quart should she find.
io.—Christian Union.
The boys had swept the bushes clean. All

aroand it so as to make it into a bundle—or
bale perhaps I oaght to say—and hops away

Somethmg About Dogs.

-;

“ Mother,” said Edgar Lee, ae havent
dogs souls us well as oth r folks P”

“What

do you mean by
Mrs. Lee.
;

|

o

together at this ear-

functions of maternity, and

hereafter
insure

to discharge properly

the

a nation and

a race that

progress of bumanity, he

deals with it in a most intellizent and resolute
way.—Our present impression is that be has

ads adly she made her

way

home,

recalling
on her way
iy
tri 3 Nil
ho y the
OrswordsTooof her
ie teachTota

stone, in Nurser
bs
]
FS

;

i

the pictures of them
ample and admirable

diaries he kept.and the ‘ibundunt correspondence
he maintained,
are really very charming, and all
the more so because they are free, spontaneous

and unstudied.

He was a man

‘of large ability,

fine culture, acute observation, and no sanall literary skill, and this volume embodies all these
things: It happily blends ivstruction and entertainment, and is about equally artistic fwd gossipy.
Tir VOICE, and how to use it, By W. IL Daujell, Boston: James R. Oyoed && Oo, 1873,

16mo. pp. 110. Sold by E. J. Lane& Co.
An excellent little treatise on the manage-

ment of the voice Ly singers, so as to bring out
its best. qualities, and preventits use from run-

‘ning into abuse and

working practical

mischief.

be looked on with indifferénce, But we are not WHAT CAN SHE Do? By Rev. E. P. Roe, author of *‘ Barriers Burned Away,” etc. New
sure that this is so largely the result of steady
and excessive work in the school-room as Dr. | York: Dodd & Mead. 12mo. pp.
Clarke supposes, Follies and excesses in dress, THE CUMBERSTONE CONTEST. By the author
of ¢‘ Battles Worth Fighting,”
&e¢. Same Pubunwholesome diet, exhausting amusements and
lishers, &c. 16mo. pp. 869,
dissipations at late hours, the high nervous pitch
The first of these volumes is a real book.
at which social life is kept, the fever heat which
There is a definite purpose behind it.the strength
is almost constantly maintained especially in our
of intense moral convictions is felt in ball its
towns and cities,—all these things tax and strain
paragraphs,and the fervor of an honest heart and
and wear the vital forces of our young women,
the pressure of a strong and vital sympathy lay
not less and perhaps even more than the conconstant hold of the soul of every susceptible
tinuous but regular work imposed at the semina-

ry and college.—But we can not stop to discuss
the questians which our author has raised and
so vigorously stated. He will be heard and
heeded.

' They who dissent from him will be un-

able to push

his book aside asa ting of fo ac-

count. They
fairly answer

must weigh his ar. uments and
them before they can feel ‘entitled

to go on with the work of securitig co-education
according to the programme

at Oberlin

and Ann

Arbor, and indeed the programme that is beginning to find practical favor in many of the leading schools-of this country.

Weare glad of the

appearance of this strong work, and are sure
that good will come of its issue at just this hour,
The volume issued: by Secretary Northrop is
also a document both important

and timely,

It

déals with’ quite a different phase of our educa~ucational interests, but one

cal importance.

rectly upon the question, whether American’!
youth should he educated abroad. Two out of a
course of twelve lectures ut the Lowell Institute,

Boston, whose general subject was “The Schools
of Europe and what we ought to learn from
them,” are included in'this’ volume, the, rest of
that course being reserved for publicafioty pereafter, Besides

psesenting

his

own

ences ever at work to foster what is known as
the social evil; it points out the degeprive beginnings of wrong in this direction, shows
it is thoughtlessly nurtured, und brings to

the “best and

highest, consideratjons

serve as cure or

how
bear

that

may

preventive, - The book is

writ.

ten with the author’s amplest skill, vividness,
brave discretion and effective power; and, as
he has heretofore shown, these are marked qualities in him.

“fhe sécond of these hooks is a reprint of an in-

teresting and

excellent

juvenile,

worthy

of

a

place fn the Sabbath school library und in the
fumily circle.
Tae ARpINE for Nom. ig=rwell, it is as beauti-

ful in its artistic features and as excellent in its

mony of Rev, Dr, Thompson, who

has been, for

‘SQme years past, carefully. inspecting the Euro
pean schools and observing the fruits which they

and testimony tends, 1s,

thut Amer-

[5
re,
and a3.
yule,than
fir
better 2¢h00I8
adapted
to intraingeneral
American
students

American college, Who

lute and successful effort to improve upam what
was most beautiful and best in its own past, self.
A bound

volume . of this ork. . a Qheaply-

carefully-

formed and matured views, Dr. Northrop collects the testiniony of a number of our best edycators bere ut home, and also gives us the testis

% Tearonin

reader. - It especially aims to: bet forth the iuflu-

of great and practi- literary as it has ever been; aud, if Ahat,ie not
The papers and facts bear di- saying
an Incredible thing, It stands for g reso-

sure the schools of Europe.

Living-

the last fifty years.
And
.that are multiplied in Abe

charged to tne account of education not a little’| Tt is scientific enough to be trustworthy, and
that belongs to other things. The decay of vigor
popular enough to be of practical service to ordi-uury readers.
.
among the more intellectual classes of our women is too apparent to be doubted and too sad to

Amy’s grand dreams of making a fortune | Yield in indiv. dual character
and goneral life,’
by picking blackberries were at an end. The main conclusion toward
which A this mass
Slowly

folks?” said | than a hundred dreamer
s."—Anna
PRUs
;

us

that shall

buy

you sixteen cents a quart for them.”

much

future

the high and sacred

“for

shoes or clothes for me.”
“Well, Amy, I noticed some fine ripe
blackberries along by the stone wili'in’ Mr.
Green's five-acre lot; and he said I or anybody else was welcome to them. Now, if
you will pick the ripest and best I will pay

quarts; how

sexes

ly and susceptible period of life, But as a policy which bears upon the capacity of the cultivat-

my dear mother has often to deprive herself
of things she needs,

As we have said, he writes as a phys-

claim to be reformers, and he does not anticipate

One day he said to Amy, ‘Would you like
to make some money ?”

I would!” said Amy;

women who Rave figured in musical circles for

sulting from the commingling of the sexesin the
school and class-room than do many others who

of all kinds,including becries in their season,
“Of course

composer-of-musie, aud as the intimate associale
and friendof most ol the prominent men and

iologist.
He makes no objection to co~eduecation
on moral, or really on intellectual grounds. He
thinks less perhaps of the special advantages re-

Amy was a dear good girl in many
things, but she had one bad habit ; she was
too apt to waste time in dreaming of doing,
instead ot doing.
In the village where she lived Mr. Thornton kept a small shop, where he sold fruit

=

;

educational

tions of women as women can not be wisely or
safely ignored, that the prevailing: theories of
education are at war with the imperative demand
of the female organism, and that our methods are

catch the chickens.”

as large as a rabbit,and very pretty. He leaps
ovelr-the ground like his bigger. relations,
and ‘makes a fenny house ,fon . himself.
Hunting up a little hollow
among the grass,

share ‘his breakfast,

“I'l pay you a hundred fold when

ed out with blue.

highest

ability,

his mind is high and healthy, He is ulways
fresh, suggestive and stimulating. And the es:
says in this volume are all thoughtful and at-

the female intellect, ‘He recognizes the mental
powers and wants that are common to men and
women, and asks that the first be practically developed and the second carefully supplied. But
he insists that the special organization and func-

‘* Mention some knowledge of that kind
possessed by Rover.”
‘ Well, be knows that he ought not to

was the money in his pocket, than.off he
goes to buy a barrel and harness. This

be sure you do in |others as you've been done supper.”
By-and-by Dupuytren goes to his old todgby; if you ever find any one you can do a
byte
pay] hisrént, and @ixcovers: the rest of
good
to, niind ‘you do it 1’?
kindness.
“The student, who feels that he has some- |

I?

women.

1 do.”

trees and eds leaves and fruit.

shingin him, says :—

in

demands the

It 'is penetrative

As a critic and reviewers he

possesses eminent

even of the

subject. He writes chiefly as a physiologist.

acquisitions,

and discriminating.

fundamental principles which underlie the whale

ought not to do other things just as well as

~

use all its ample

through silence or assent, with

pel a fresh and thoruygh discussion

the difference between
He knows that he ought
and he knows that he

things

His mind is well-furnished, and it can skillfully

such a tone as is sure to arrest attention and com-

thing but drink milk and grow. So it stays whipped for killing chickens, and he reit, and was afraid of being
in the bag till it is eight or nine months ‘membered
old, and begins to want to see the world. whipped again. I do not think that you
After that the little fellow puts his head out have any proof that dogs or any other aninow and then, and sometimes takes a nib- mals have any idea of the difference - beble at the grass while its mother is eating. tween right and wrong. They can be
At last it comes out and hops about a little, taught that they will be rewarded if they
but for a long time, till it is able to take do certain things and punished if they do
cave of itself, it goes back into its cozy, certain other things. They can thus be
warm nursery very often. And ifthe moth- governed by rewards and punishments, but
.er suspects any danger—and she’s very shy they can not be taught that some things are
I can tell you—she just fakes the little one right and other things morally wrong.”
“If Rover can’t tell the difference bein the bag and awdy they:g
You have, probably, seen a pliétare of a tween right and wrong, he can do a gre: at
Kangaroo, and you know what long hind many things that men can.”
** For example?”
legs this careful mamma bas, and what
‘“ He can love. He is very. affectionate.”
comical little fore legs. That is because
she is made for hopping. Such hops «or |. “¢ That is true. What else - can he do?”
~
rather leaps—you never saw; sometimes
*“ He can remember.”
* What else ?”
thirty feet at a jump. Besides the immense
« He can think.”
hin1 legs she has a very large and strong
« He don’t do much in that line.”
| tail that is as good as another leg to help to
¢¢ He can dream.”
jump. She can get over the ground faster
“ What makes you think so?”
than a horse.
« Sometimes when he is asleep he barks,
H :r (ore legs are not of mach us gto her
I suppose he is dreaming that
when she’s in a hurry, but she can walk if or tries to.
she likes, and a droll walk it is. She puts he is chasing something.’
« It is probable’ that he is dreaming,
her fore feet on the ground; and rests on
them and the stiff tail, while she jerks for- though we do not certainly know that it is
ward her long hind legs. So she gets on, so.
He can do some things that resemble

‘and promise to adapt further help,
head surgeon yet, do you?’
‘You. see, it's my, turn to help a body
“Not exactly} but T have earned d little,
now. The parson, who brought me up when
and so your barrel wis the first thing. Come,
1 was left an orphan, said to me when he
put ib under shelter, and let's have some
sent me off to make my way in Paris: ‘Now

~

knows

right and wrong.

knew his straitened means, was soon able to
put something in his way, which brought
him in five-and-twenty pounds. No sooner

. yith mé, beeduse you're 4 gentleman, and
“Come, take me out, old
I'm only a poor water-carrier.”
never get this harness off,”
~ At last Chassagne’s kindly tact succeeds ; astonished water-seller.
he makes Dupuytren

en by theypublic

con-

He is 0 man who thinks, and to ‘some purpose.

and increase for the next fifty years as they have

No; I stick to the barrel, please,

him into notice.

returned,

cheese,

have

sciences and dogs have not.”

finds. the young student very pale and thin,
times a hunter will come upon a dozen of
witing on the bed, amid a heap of books. this won't do, you know,— we're living on them sitting
up on their hind legs, and apThe letter is from a rich cousin and guard- your barrel all this long while."—*‘Never
parently holding council together, probably
ian, enclosing an order for « louis-d’or, and mind,” he would say, “I'd give a barrel, discussing the weather and the state of the
volunteering abundant advices and reflec- horse, and all, this very minute, if [ had grass,
tions on the youth’s indiscretion in going them, for the pleasure of kpowing you.
Uniottatately” for their owa
comfort,
up to Paris, and making himself a burden Talk of obligation ! I should like to know they are very good to eat, and their white
to his relations. The student is young who is the obliged party. Why, look at me, teeth are in great demand among thie darkDupuytren, reduced for the time being to now : till I knew you, I had not had a soul skinned natives for beads, so they are fregreat want, owing to the break-up, in 1794, to speak a kind word to me since our ‘old quently hunted, and have need to put the
parson died. T used to come in at might baby in the bag, and jump their best. Someof all the public educational establishments
He had held a bursary at the College de la tired and cold, and there was no one to take times they are caught—in = Australia—in
Marche in Paris. At such a time his me by the hand, as you do, and say, ‘How nets. They are driven on to them, and
cousin’s treatment is heart-rending ; he tells are you getting on, Chassagne?” To hear while entangled are killed with clubs.
you speak is as goods asa warm at the fire
it afl to the sympathizing Auvergnat.
They have another way of dealing with
“Well, if I were you, young gentleman, any day, Master William. Besides,” he hunting dogs besides striking with their
I should just pack up the money again, and added, “I pray for you night and morning, tails. If thereis water near they go in up
send it back, and say that I. neither wanted do you know ? So something’s sure to come to the shoulders, and then, woe to the dog
of that”
’his money nor his advice.”
who dares to go near! The Kangaroo will
“Thank youy/my lad; you've almost made
Early in 1795, the School of Medicine was seize him and hold him under water till he
- me feel myself again, But, dear, dear! established. Duopuytren was admitted as drowns.
what shall 1 do? I'm starving.”
prosecteur; and his talent speedily brought
Kangaroos live in the wn
and one
he

say, men

a dog

wishes to

as a mouse, and of course it

and draw it myself.”
:
From that day forward Chassagne installed himself as purveyor and factotum to
the young student. The other weuld . protest from ime to time, and say,—*‘Dear me,

tried him with the bread and milk, missus.”
Auvergnat
carries up the letter, and

Before

and

Germany, and

LITERARY. AND SOCIAL J
R. Greg. Boston: CRA
aX
1878. 12mo. pp. 362. Sold
by E. J. ane & on.
Mr. Greg’s literary products signify something.

topics, by the definite pur-

which they spring.
!
Dr. Clarke’s voice breaks in upon the earnest
advocacy of the co-education of the sexes in our
seminaries and colleges, which is heard in many
quarters, and upon the general acquiescence giv-

differ-

‘in

and in.

to pursue

some of them under the grouud ind, others
among rocks. and other quiet places, but na- barn.”
“You think h& ran away because he’
ture has provided mamma Kangaroo with
the snuggest place of all. It is a sort of a knew he had done wrong?”
“ Yes, ma'am.”
bag on the under side of the body.
** I think he ran away because he was
When the baby is born it is not so large

“Ah! yes! you shall be sure to have your
barrel then, and a pony into the bargain to
draw is.”
“Oh!a pony !—that's more than 1 ever

not

been afraid he'd snap me up, as he did once
before, I should have taken him some warm

. gnat had disappeared,

to

the

prevalent

uence |ofand ‘the:baok-ean hisrdly
ae
be otherwise
than strong
Wholtome,

pose and the'strength of practical conviction from

a ‘man

the

large amount of information on edvchitional matWd wintrabiy arranged,
¢
solliied
Yum

By B.

Barnes & Co. 1873. octavo. pp. 176.

stantially the same

over

check what he calls ** the mischievous mania for
European education.” The volume affords a

Here are two books that are separated from
the mass of those which deal even with sub-

soul of a man and the soul of a dog?”

| * One great difference between

their education

os Sorthiops LL D sy Socreaty Chiat Board

so he must have a soul.”
“He has the soul ofa dog,but not the soul
of a man.”
the
‘““ What is tha difference between

impatient

creasing ambition of American youth

Holt & Co. 1873. 12mo.
a fear- | not acquire a knowledge of God, and hence | We can not stop to unfold his ideasin detail, | New York: Henry
8; the | ;oy)d scarcely restrain a sigh when he | hind feet, and on one of them she has
Late asCo. an emineut
J.
.
¥
vy
Sold
£31:
Pp.
thought of what a big hole she landlord had | fal nail, which she’knows how to use when | he can not love and serve God, : which is|muchless can we set forth the grounds upon
Moscheles was di-tinguished

“Why can’t he fetch it himself?” said the
water-carrier.

since yesterday

that

is almost

i
EDUCATION ABROAD, and Other Papers.

But so satisfied. is Dr, Northrop of

the superiority of the American school over the
European, for the training of our pupils, that he

is impossible for them to bear without sacrificing : volume which. is made up by collecting into a
or putting in fearful peril that part of their or single book the whole of Mr. Stedman’s publishganism which bas to do with their most sacred lished poems. It is well worthy of extended
work and responsibilities as women.
He says
votice and liberal illustrative quotstions. We
the mischieis already resulting from this continuhave only space to say that, though he does not
ousfmental strain put upon our school girls is so
take rank with the first class of poets, he is a

who |

said Auvergmat,

in

soul is

Most four-footed mothers,
you
know,
make a snug nursery for the little ones,

can lend it to me, if you will.”

: —Hearia and Home.

to Europe.

SEX IN EDUC ox or, A Fair Chance for the
the Girls.
Edward H. Clarke. M. D., late
Professor of Materth Medica in Harvard College, etc. Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
.
16mo. pp. 181. Sold by E. J, Lane &

and

knows

which

man

thinks.

in a Bag.
OG

branch of study, it may be to bis advantage to go

That is a droll place for a baby to live—
* Yes, mag/am.”
fast operating to unfit the women of America for
in a fur-bag. : Baby boys and girls would n't
* How does it appear thathe knows it to, the special and vital service to which they are ealllikeeit very well, but for baby Kapgaroos it
i: y~—that is, to be the mothers of a future generbe wrong for him to catch chickens?”
is just the thing.
on. He saysthe imental and nervous strain

suits

and begs the loan of ten pounds.
2
“You see, Leon, I only want it till the
schools re-open,and that must be very soon.
They can ot do without doctors and surgeons any more than bakers; and when
once they open I can get a scholarship, immediately, you know. So all I want is to
be kept going till then, Now I know you

One man his austere precepts held—
:
Een higher than his gold—
Yet lived, beneath bis thrift and culm,
Impoverished and cold.

Signe’ aid the po Myvsss

my

this discouraging prelude,

poor lad unfolds his sorrows

‘Which bappy children make.

“Oh!

of

“No, I can’t stay; I wanted

And white hands, deft and fairy,
Te wurbled song and step of health,

The

will put you into one

Baby
tl

you.”
>
“What ? business, is it?- Oh! do p#t it
off till you call again. I can’t and won't
hear it to-day. But tell; me, what have you
been doing siace all the collegers w. re scattered ? By the way, Dupuytren, lo you
know I'm worried every day by class-fellows, who come to the for help, because I'm
a duke’s son. They'd keep my pur: empty
enough if I listened to them all.”

The birds came fearlessly to stay,

Each for its own high sake;
And the gladsome music everywhere

“Ican't tell how itis that I always

A

in a'few minutes.”

The other home, through bloom and bough
Played bo-peep with the sea;
Round columned porch the jasmine sweet
Crept green and fragrantly.

.

Ah! it’s those old

college clothes that you have got on. ' Stop
'a bit: you and [ are pretty much of a size;

Literary Review,

|

* No, ma'am.”

Auvergoat out, locks the door, and iPhalk- get so hungry when I feel uncommon
happy.”
.
ing away, when Chassagune says :—
They
were
like
brothers
from that time.
?”
fellow
poor
go,
“Where will he
«That’s his business, not mine; he owes Chassagne never sought to rise above his
me for five months, that's. enough for me.” position of water-carrier. Unlike most of
“But his books: and papers? You’ Rn kill his countrymen, he did not care to return to
Auvergne, for he had no relations there, and
him, I tell you ; he’s'not well.”
The end is that the Auvergnat takes the here was his ‘‘brother” in Paris.
Dupuytren was made Professor at the
landlord up stairs, Byens the stocking, and
School of Medicine in 1811; in 1813 he was
pays the rent.
But Dupuytren knows nothing of this till appointed, second surgeon: at the Hotel
long after. He posts his letter, and before Dien; in 1815 he became head surgeon there
finally accepting the water-seller’s help de- and up to his death in 1835 he continued to
termined to put bis pride in his pocket, and maintain and increase his European reputacall on a young fellow-student, Count Leon tion. But he never forgot old times. The
de ——, son of the Duke of ——. The Count rich payed him:large fees, and the poor he
"| is going to have a party, for it is his birth- prescribed for gratuitously ; all came to him,
and every one was taken in his turn, whatday.
“Come, stay, old fellow, and dine with ever his rank or other claims.— Good Words.

And caught from south and caught from north

The robin at his peril sang
Among the cherry-trees ;

|gnat.

turns

He

his rent.

gather

to

came

* I mean men and women and boys.”
‘‘“Are dogs men and. women and boys?"

‘“ Please put your question in a proper
too, one
of these days, and you're a water-carrier, as Yoru n
you say ; but still we'll be brothers all, the
‘* Have dogs souls—such as we have?”
same.
I mean it, you know.”
‘* It was not necessary for you to ask that
“Well, then, if you do mean it, come and question : you know they have not.”
let us have some supper,” ‘says Auver¢ Mr. Haven said in his lecture ,Ahat the

owner of the house

the

12, 1873.

and I'm sure I shall be somebody,

While the student is gone to post his answer to his cousin,

“What! you, sit, a zeatieman born, and
ple
rrier P”
/
“
ow that I'm a gentleman bom,

Ia

extent of his friend's ambition.

NOVEMBER

If a

Tras Herston

character, wislies t+ make a specialty of indy

‘White Mpuntains, in N, H.; the other sets forth

the cliffy of Green River, Wyoming Territory.

They are 12 by 16 Joches, und each is carefully
worked from thirty distinct plates. Their real

merits are certified to by parties in whose good
jndgment and_explicit testimony one may well

contidé,. Or if uny subscriber shall prefer it, a
new chromo, 18'by 20 inches, entitled “Thoughts
of Home,” will be sent instead of the’ pair described above. Our decided, suggestion is, that
our art-loving readers promptly help to mike
up

the additional

20.000 subscribers

Aldine ought ut once

to receive,

which the

Terms;

per yeur.—New York: James Button & Uo.

$5.00

ate
oe
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“The Old Types.
"The country-bred men and women who
have reached the age of fifty years are all
able vo recall a picture—Ilying now far back
in tho mellow atmosphere of the past—of a

band of children, standing hand-in-hand
_ by the side of the dusty highway, and

. greeting with smile and bow and
every
adult passenger whom the

instructed in this

teachdrs.

‘‘curtsy”
met

on

hey were
lite obeisante by their

their way to and from

school.

It wasa part of the old New

England drill, which, so far as we know,
Wé do
has been entirely
discontinued.
have seen such a sight as
not remember to

this for twenty-five

years. It would be ‘|
such an old-fashioned affair to witness
now, that multitudes would'only reward it
with a smile of amusement;
yet’ with all
rogress can we show anyour boasted
[thing that is tter or more suggestive of
downright, health good breeding? Are
the typical boy and girl of the period bet- to be laid with his fathers. I have scen
ter mannered, more reverent, more respect- them’carefully preserve an amputated limb,
ful toward
manhood and womanhood, in order to place it in the family grave,
more deferential to age? Do they grow up

with more

regard

for

morality,

PERRY

‘LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, MR,

&.CO.,

REAL ESTATE AND LOAN’ AGENTS,

The first

religion,

patient

supplied

with

leg in Madagascar died a few

We liave only enough of them

subterranean

passage

about the weather, the crops,

a: wooden

near

the

their families,

their neighbors, andin this way they edge
up to the subject which is uppermost in their
minds.
If you want to buy a dog, you
must begin by pretending that you want to
sell a cat with a litter. of kittens; the other

party does not want any feline property,nor
oes he know anybody who would accept
it. At this stage of the conversation you
may venture to hint your desires in the
dog line, and after more tea, or something

stronger, and more cigarettes, you can con-

clude the negotiations.

5

;

Obituaries.

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

l'ersons

|
|

w wiyng obit-

uaries published in the Morning Siar, ‘who do
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to fen cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well, be afforded to any single
obituary.
Verses areinadmissible.
Lucy Mavyyoungest

daughter

of E.

Eustis

. At Irkutsk I wanted to buy a sleigh for a and Elizabetly Jane Cowell, died in Lebanon,
journey westward, and hearing of a man Me., Oct. 17, aged 7 years, May was a lovely
who had one for sale, I went to

see it,

A

Russian ‘acquaintance went with me, and
after an introduction to the merchant we

sat down in kis parlor to. drink a

glass of

nalifka, a sort of home-made cordial analogous

to currant

wine,

though

something

little girl.

Her mind and heart were unusually

and symmetrically developed.
She was full of
life, and her life was full of joy. She reveled in
the manifold beauties of home, and of nature
about her. * All things were beautiful to her.”
The unfotdings of her pure spirit were like a
sweetly
expanding,
ever fresh and fragrant

,—that sweetest flower of May. She filled
stronger.
We drarfk nalifka at least half an flower
her home with light and doy and song. Her
hour before we touched upon the topic of death has fallen as a thick, dark cloud upon the

business, and it was introduced very ginger-

ly by my companion, who ventured to rethe deep sorrow that had fallen upon
in consequence of my prospective dere from Irkutsk, Then we took an-

hearts of that home circle;
and has widely excited the deep and heart-felt sympathies of the
But beyond the cloud there
whole community.
is Hght,~the light of the smile of God; and in

that light that little one i+ walking, amid heau-

ties of which the brightest things of earth are
only the promise, and filled with bliss perfect

and

unceasing.

COM.

imparting HEALTH and STRENGTH.
13 no remedy so good for

MRS, M. E, ¥LINT,

LANGUOR

& DEBILITY,

Price $1.00.

fehl bunt
‘or

sold by subseription.
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TERMS:
Common English,
-

Don

¢ould

aside til 1 had youl it al.”
nt by mail, post-paid,
on receipt of

Publishers.
13t39
$5
work

t

$20

lay

NICHOLS

ye
price by the

rer day! Arents wanted! All classes of working
peo-

0
wi \ ple, of eitlicr sex, young or old, make more money at
for us in their spar® moments or all the timo than at anything

else, Particulars free. Address G, Stinson& Co., Portland, Maine,

1y4l

~ Academies, &c.

-

$450

00

-

-

-

-

-

2.00

LATIN SCHOOL.

The special work of this school is to fit students for

College, and it is open for both sexes, The school
being composed of only one department, a thorough

+|

ness m doing their work is secured from both

teach-

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many. kinds of work are done. The
students rid Sahl]
drilleq ia Woiviy and Greek;
ncient
Geo,
A
ni
8
Algel
mn
‘
Geometry. Bpecial attention is po
to rea
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin
br
scanning, &¢. The location of the school 80 -near
the College and Theological - School, affords advantages
of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable,
‘
A.M. Joxms, Sec.

MAINE

CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
PITTSFIELD, ME.

Normal,
Furnishés College,
Preparato
ical and Ladies’ Full course 0 ’study.
weeks,
Fall term commences Aug. 21,
Winter term commenees
Nov. 6, 1873.
Spring term commences Feb. we! 1874.

Summer term commences April

Academ-

Terms, 10

25, 1874.

®

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.

book

DURKEE & FOXCROFT,
1jl Washington St., Boston.

1%

T-ants.

Plans
of the
handto be

the

-

+t

L.G. JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist

this gratified,

not

English, -.

Use of Piano,

Boston, says:
i
‘
“T first opened the Memoir of Dr. Cdlver at the 7th
and

icious
.
pleasure in

Good board can be obtained in private families at
$3.00 id week. Those wishing to
board themselyes
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.
West Lebanon, July 29, 1873,
Ey
aur

scribers in every Baptist. church. Send for terms
and Circulars,
Rev. A. P. Mason, Disc’t Sec’y A.B. H., M.S, of

Be Ha e Crnning

3

60

Higher
I
a
ie
a
fen
« 600
«
+
Languages, Instrumental Music (20 lessons),
8.00

to solicit suk-

chapter and read that through—while

beauty

prac
ie ry. to fit one for college or a
5
heal

of scenery,

parents and
guardians and the public, as eminently
A ualified to fit scholars for every honarable position

MAN.

Agents wanted

f J mele,

presefiting the Corpe of Teachers to the attention of

OF A

Rev, Nathaniel Colver, D.D., with Lectures,
of Sermons, etc., by Rev. J. A. Smith, D.D.,
“Standard,” Chicago. Just issued in one
somely bound Vol., 450 pages, price
$1.75, and

;

sary.

cuuniuliites ah
this location is a
Jinces of resort conducive to idleness and
m
y common to large villages
The Srosent management take great

Sold by all Druggists.

MEMOIR

of Instrumental

I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.

everyth

GILMAN BROTHERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass,
13teow20
;

REMARKABLE

Teacher

The course of studies
in fhis
schcol embraces 8
;
to

Thero

whether general or following
acute disease. The
Medical Faenlty indorse it, for DYSPEPSIA,
JAUNDICE, NERVOUS DISEASLS.

i

Mise SARAH ©. GILMAN, Assistant.

»

years after-

somewhere

G. W. FLINT, A. B., Principal,

BITTERS

law, thab they did then? Alas! with all wards, of fever, 1 wished to preserve the
our books, and our new Jroceases of ednca- article as a curiosity?—the first wooden leg
tion, and the universal
sharpness of the in Madagascar, designed and constructed
juvenile intellect of the day, we miss some- for me by Myr. Parrett, the printer; for
thing that was very precious among the althotigh a surgical-instrument maker in
ch
of the old time-—reverence for England might not admire the article, we
men and women, systematic courtesy in Jooked upon it with no little admiration.
simple forms, and respect for the wisdom After I beard that my
former patient had
of the Rulok, the school-room and the fire- ceased to require it, 1 promptly sent for it.
side. If we were called upon to describe I was put off in a polite way until after
the model boy or girl, we should be obligdd the funeral, when I was told it was conwo call up the old type—the rude, healthy sidered a part of the dody
of the deceased
lads and lasses who snow-balled each oth- and that they had buried it with him.
er, battled ‘with each other in spelling. The Tanala, who live to thd south-east of
bouts, and imbibed’ the spirit of reverence the capitdl, have a different way of disfor their. elders with every influence of posing of their dead. They do not byild
church and school and home. We have tombs, but make a large box,—often a tree
made progress in some directions, but in hellowed out. This they place at a distance
some we have sadly retrograded,
Our in the forest, and in this they place the
boys are all young men, and our girls are body; previously wrapped up in mats, The
fearfully old. Our typical child has no Belsileo, again, more early resemble the
longer the Spirie ofa
child.
Hovahs in their mode of burial. They build
Occasionully, we. meet what are popu- cenotaphs pretty much like the tombs we
larly denominated *‘gentlemen of the old have
deseribed; but they dig a winding,

school.”

GRAHAM,

TR

. LEBANON ACADEMY.

The FALL TERMS
of this Institution commenced
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks, |
under
the instruction of

for sign of the cross made with them before the
design in nature; and in his opinion, the couple, who likewise made the sign and
The funeral customs are not the same evolutionists have erred in rejecting the kissed the crowns, after which they were
.Ofall the money te had placed on loan, we have
throughout the island. In the center of notion of teleplogy in the adaptation of or- held over the heads of the bride and groom not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
by two of the groomsmen, who weve re- in which the buildings were consumed. and the Fire
the island they build stone tombs, part un- ganism to its conditions and purpose. He lieved
others in turn as their arms be-, Insurance companies have failed.
der ground and part above “ground. They would not confound the question *‘ To what became bytired.
This was followed by more
‘are very careful about their tombs, the size end,” with that of “By what means,” but
NOW IS THE'TIME TO INVEST
and the beauty of which are in proportion he would reinstate design in science, and reading, ‘and then the bride and groom,
each
taking
hold
of
the
robe
‘of
one
of
the
L
here,
and to place on loan.
to the position of the family, and, unfortu. believes that the present rejection of it- b
OFFICE AT PRESENT,
nately, sometimes out of proportion to their Darwinists is fanatic and absurd. The ad- priests, assed three times round. the altar, |
©f ‘meansto endsin nature can, After this a third priest, or patriarch, magmeans. They pay far more attention to ustment
clad in robes embroidered 5
their tombs than to their houses. The e maintiins, came only from spiritual nificently
123 DEARBORN Street,
dooris frequently closed by a large, flat, unity. The manner in which multiplicity | &' old and worked with silk flowers, wearing
upon
his
head
a
gold
crown
inlaid
with
46
:
cHIcaGo
roughly-rounded stone, which is rolled up comes from unity, will, he holds; always rein front so as to close it, or rolled back to main an unattainable problem in natural pearls, came from behind the main ‘altar,
and pronounced the benediction. The bride
ATWOOD’S
open it. The tomb is always built on the science.
and groom, having received the congratuborders of the family possessions, and the
lations of their friénds, passed to the main
UININE TONIC
ground on which the tomb
stands can not
altar, knelt; said some prayers, kissed the
Russian Bargains.
be alienated. They never rent land to build
images, and then departed for their home,
—
Ov
a tomb on; it must be their own possesIs the Best Aromatic Tonic
where a supper ‘was served. The cere mony
sion. Not to be buried in the family tomb
When two Russian merchants are about lasted an hour, and during it the bride
and Stomachic éver offered to
the public. It will JM PROVE
isreckoned a greater calamity than death to conduct a purchase’ or sale, they begin spoke to the groom, and smiled on some of
your APPETITE,
FACILIitself, When the soldier or any one dies by swallowing half a dozen cups of tea,
TATE DIGESTION, GIVE
her
friends.—
Harper's
Magazine.
in a distant district, his bones ave brought smoking a score or so of cigarettes, talking
TONE to the NERVOUS { SYSTEM, VIGOR
70 EVERY ORGAN OF THE BOD Y, thereby
akaccept natural selection as a substitute

——

p

After the Chicago Fire.

Literary Miscellany. 5x”

may arrive at an’ intelligent conclusion.— like that taken hy Professor Agassiz in his took three- sips of wine from a flat cup,
recent Cambridge discourses.
He has crossing themselves in doing so. = After th
i
PIRI
at last broken silepe and wholly in opposi- followed some more reading from the Bible,
ent theory. He
éan not when two crowns were brought, and the
[ition to the develo
Funerals in Madagascar.

|

Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and
Miss

Mathematics.
;
CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal

De-

prtement:

M188
LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French.
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.
;
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teachey.
Ao adiuetion for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
:
e price of board. in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed.
:
20m and“board in private families at reasonable
rates.
1
:
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Plitsheld, Maine.

. amongus to make ns wish that we had cenotaph, in the further end of which they This axiomatic proposition required moistMR. MORRIS GODARD died_after—4 short illmary more,—~men of courtly dignity, of cut edges upon which they place the corpse. ening like its predecessor, and so, step by ness,
in Greenbush, Sheboygan Co., Wis., aged
unobtrusive dress, of manners that seem a The most Bio fulax practice, however, in step, we went on for a quarter of an hour, 49 jours. He moved from Marcellus, . New
little formal but which are, nevertheless, connection with
funeral rites, is that fol- drinks alternating with hints,and hints with York, to Mazamanie, Dane Co.p Wis., when
there until
the manners of gentlemen. They remind lowed in the case of the Andriana,or princes drinks, until we took: another drink, and about 24 years of age, and he remained
moved to the town
7 years ago, when
C. A. FARWELL, Seoretary.
us of the worthies of the old colonial time, of the Belsileo, No sooner does an Andri- went into the yard, to look at the sleigh. about
1
Course of Study, Commercial and Common EnHe leaves a wife, one son, and other
of G.
and of the later time, of the Revolution— ana die, than they kill bullock$, and cut off We had a fresh glass of nalifka when we friends to mourn their loss.
ghish branches.
Students received at any time when
Com.
EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
here are vacancies. Catalogue and Report for 1873,
of Washington and Madison and Franklin their skin into strips, and wi
these they returned from the yard, and another and
MR. BENJ. LEAVITT died in Gilford, Oct. 8,
on application.
—of men whom all revered, and to whom tie up the body to one of the pillars of the another as the talk went on, until by the aged90 years. He was baptized by Eld. Martyn furnished
Office 554 Washington Street. Boston, Mass.
The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, pro1y32
H. E. HIBBARD, Principal.
all gave obeisance. Into what bas this house ; at the same time they make incis- time the business was ended,and I had paid and united with the first church in town. He
ductive,
farming country.
The v illage of Evansville
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ed to Womanchester.

:

of lealy,

Brigham

Young’s

new

house

is to

be

en

scale of unusual splendor, if the Salt Lake Trib-

that city, Tuesday.by the caving in of the roof of
an abandoned coal mine.
i|
Brevet
- Major - General
Richard
Delafield,
United States ‘Engineer, died in Washington,

of the most gorgeSus

Tuesday, night.
Henry R. Tracy,

known

one

af the

oldest

of Boston journalists, died

and

wards.

Wednesday

evening.

Singerly’s printing bouse in Harrisburg, Pa.,

York

was decided, Wednesday,in favor of Mr. Shanks,
who was accordingly discharged.

h

ill

by

appro-

NS

Caroli-

orde “i va, where it was secreted just before the surrender, but the exact place of concealment
'.as been
Tweed’s trial began Wednesday in New York. lost, and no one dares dig for it, as the hiow of a
: Counsel for the defense presented to the judge
pick might send the digger skywards; and so it
(Davis) a protest against his presiding at the will sleep until a happy chance or more dreadtrial, but the paper was put aside.
ful accident shall reveal its hiding-place.
The reception of Joseph Arch by the trades’
, Professor Strong, of the
Drew
Theological
unions of Boston occurred in Fauveuil Hall Seminary, Madison, N.J., is organizing an exWednesday evening.
There was an immense’
pedition to Egypt and the Holy Land.
It will
crowd present.
Wendell Phillips presided, and
start about Christmas, and will consist of engispeeches were made by Mr. Arch, Mr. E. M.
neers, artists, scientists, and a select party of
Chumberlin, General Butler and others.
tourists, all under charge of Professor Strong,
A despatch from Fort Gibson, Indian Territo- assisted by Professor T. Norman and Mr. George
ry, says that the Choctaw Indian prisoner, in the
May Powell.
:

hands of Deputy Marshals Wilson
shot those gentlemen at the Creek

and Ayers,
Agency on

Sunday last, mortally wounding the_former

badly wounding the latter.

Duval, guard.
a

He also shot

and

Perry

The murderer wus subsequent-

ly shot and mortally wounded by a Creek Indian
guard.
:

. The attemptof the builders and master mechanics in" New York to reduce the wages of
their workmen has already brought about the
. ‘beginning of a strike whieh seems likely to grow
to immense proportions. Five thousand struck

last week.

The opposition to the movement

very general,

lead in it.

but

the masons

and

is

bricklayers

The bosses are said to be equally

de-

HRA Bi

termined in their efforts.

The net assessment of real estate in
phia

exceeds

in

yalue

that

of

Philadel-

last

year

yl

$20,000,000. .
More reports of Indian outrages in the
Territory

and

Texas

Bill.

are

recejved

by

Indian

from

Fort

&

The fourteen persons missing

.at the

disaster

ou Lake Ontario Wednesday night are given up
as lost.
:
The German consul at Richmond, Va,, has received from Strashourg, Germany, the confession
of Herman Rudolph Wilhelm Volirath, who ac-

cuses himself of having murdered a man for his
money in a piecé of woods in Kings county, Va.,
in Apnl, 1869.
Mrs, Mary Curtis Lee, wife of he late General
Robert E. Lee, died in Lexington
on
Thursday.

FOREIGN.
Thursday, the 20th iustant, has been appointed
a3 a day of general thanksgiving in the provinee
of Nova Scotia.
;
:
.
It is reported that the French government
recalled its consul at Cartagena, Spain.
Another great fire has occurred

in

has

Constanti-

nople, forty houses being consumed.
=~.

Inthe French Assembly, Thursday, M. Buffet
was unanimously re-elected president.
A riot occurred at Portadown, Ulster province, Ireland, during a Guy Fawkes celebration on Wednesday, and several persons were
injured.
Twenty persons were severely injured by an
accident on the Midland Railroad, Monday evens

ing.
:
Eight persons were killed and several injured
by an explosion of fireworks, at Lambeth, London, England, Tuesday.

Alderman

Haney

of Ottawa

city

has

been

charged with offering bribes to a member of the
Canadwn House of Commons, and his arrest
ordered.
The Bank
Ville Marie, of Montreal, was

robbed Wednesday

night of ten thousand dol-

Jars in bills-and bonds.
=~
Sir Jon Duke Coleridze succeeds the late
Bir William Bovil as chief justice of the British

court of common pleas.

2

The latest advices frem India are a little more
- encouragivg.

The crops in some of the districts

of Bengul are improving, and with the coutinu- ance of favorable weather there are hopes that
i

the famine fay be averted

The

Pacific mail

or

steamer

wrecked near Yokohama.

greatly

Ariel

mitigat-

has

been

The passengers were

Tt is stated "that the

St. Louis, Kansas

Atlantic

Railroads

the civil rizbts laws

and the recent constitutional amendments.
The
suit js specially interesting to one Edward Brown,
colored, who is serving out a sentence of five
years in the penitentiary for marrying a white
woman,
Some Milwaukee inventors have perfected an
ingenious attachment to beapplied to the ordinary telegraphing instrument, whereby the operator not only receives but prints bis report in
fair Gothic type, all at one operation.
The in-

In

a key-board, which

in the United

number of patents

States in

1872, was

applied

18,243.

Wednesday night fourteen miles from the shore,

Twenty-two

persons escaped to the shore

boats, but fourteen
tain, are missing.

others,

including

the

for

This

Inthe. bomivton piffament, Wednesday, Sir
John A. Macdomald
unced that the govern-

ment. having been convinced that #t had not a
working majority, had resigned and that Mr.

Mackenzie had been called to form a new
try. Parliament thereupon adjourned,

minis

Madrid despatches report that the Spanish

last year.

and a Cstholic

priest, who has recently inarried, is contributing
to it a series of articles aguinst the celibacy of

The steamek Virginius was captured with all
“on board by the Spanish gunboat Torpado, near
Jamaica, on the 31st ultimo. 8he had 170 passengers, and the crew, who, with the vessel gpd

sog
cargo,
brought
de Cuba, Pre.
llufeswere il
e tosSantiago
md
commepeed
80!
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minister of financehus deeided to

thalens of the disused silver to the

United States government, whichis the highest
bidder,

k

;
i
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A new work of intense INPEREST and intrinsic VALUR.

value of jm-—

OCEAN'S’STORY.

advantage of.

and n pew style of building, similar to the Euro~
pean, has been adopted for some of the public
’

element

so

How do I remember the forms

By the gifted son of the tamous *‘ Peter Parley.”
A graphic History of Ocean Navigation, Adventure
and Discovery since the Ark.
Replete with startling
incidents, foarful disasters, piracies, perils, &c.,
ABOVE, also, the WONDERS BENEATH the SEA, Diving, Dredging, Telegraphing, &c., 225 spir‘ted Ilinstrations. Agents just started report 101 orders in
four days,
127 in five days, 75 in two days, &o
sells wonderiully fast. 8000 Agents Wanted. Send
for full description pd
circulars.
HUBRARD
BROS, Pub’s, 723 sansom 8t., Phila.
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the

and

all

the good people a

asked

myself what

story of any

true

I have not even

may be the

‘ moral.”

The

life is healthful if only

the

writer will tell it simply, keeping impertinent
preachment of his own out of the way.

and

of Science,

I shall

is

hopelessly

Dr. Eggleston’s

Story, just

damuge

to

commenced

in

Re-

Poems,

It

religious

contains

News;

department;

Music,

Art,

has

treats

1st.
After

\
this

story follows Mrs. Harriet Beecher

Stowe’s new tale, “WE AND OUR NEIGHBORS,”
the long-expected sequel to ‘ My Wife and 1.”
It needs only this simple announcement to give
assurance of a great attraction.

Thus the CHRIS-

TIAN UNION offers, this coming year, works from
the two foremost writers of wholesome fiction
in America!
The papér gives, also, in its other
departments—literary, religious, and scientific,

book and art notices, ete., ete.§ contributed articles,by the best writers, designed for the whole
household. young and old. The paper will be
kept up to its high standurd of general excellence,
which it can afford to do, having, of its class, the

largest

circulation

in the

there will be given

world.

Moreover,

to each subscriber for the en-

suing year, a PAIR of new French Oil Chromos,

called ** Our Boys, or The Dinner and the
Nap,” after paintings by Mrs. Anderson, artist of
the famous pair, *“ OUR GIRLS; or Wide Awake
and Fast Asleep.” Either pair of these ‘choice
pictures will be presented to every annual
Price of

scriptions should be

subscription,

$8.60.

Sub-

sent to J. B. Ford & Co.,

Publishers, 27 Park Place,
New York.
For par‘ticulars concerning the paper, pictures, prices,
ete,, see next column.
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starts its fall campaign,
giving®sabscribers
a PAIR of
the largest and
est or.
SRA PHS, —two most
attractive subjects that *‘ take” on sight,~painte hy
Mrs. Anderson, as contrasts and coaipanions for her.
‘“ Wide Awake” and ** Fast Asleep.”
Agents have
immese success: call it the *‘ hest business e.er offered canvassers.” We furnish the lightest ana
hundsomest outfit and pay very high commissions.
Each subscriber, old or new, receives WITHOUT DiLAY two heuutiful pictures, ful! supply ready for immediate delivery. ‘I'he paper itself stands peerless
among family
journals, being so popular that of its
class it has the largest circulation in the world! Km-

Ploy the best literary talent.
serial

E.Iward Eggleston’s

story 1s just besinning; back

Ried tq each subseriber.
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su
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sup-

long expect-

sequel to “ My Wife and I” begins in the new
year. Any one wishing a good salary, or an ind .
pendent business, should
send for
3
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& CO., New York, Boston, Chicago,
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Henry Ward Beecher’s weekly fumily journal,
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Scientific notes.

secular

with the most cordial sympathy and admiration.
And yet this is Rot a * religious novel 7 in the oras bad as they can be, and

original’

formation for Housekeepers,

is just

early religious life of the West otherwise than

ned
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2 Paris, White, ...24
Drills, Brown. 3 8. HR vont

editorial answers to * Inquiring Friends,”
stories and puzzles ffor Little Folks, in-

gators, Indians, highway robbers and bilous fevers! How was my boyish soul tickled with
their funny anecdotes of rude experience—how

UNION to display it. . Much as I have laughed at
every sort of grotésquerie, I could not tre:ut the

Dein

It has

topics, critical Book

views, attractive Tales,

which are

subscriber,

PICTORIAL

real heroic

sect. If I were capable of sectgrian pride, I
should not come upon the platform of CHRISTIAN

|

SEW

Largest

the

his brilliant Serial

$L.1v;

cles on timely

and: weather-beaten visages of the old preachers,
whose constitutions had conquered starvation
and exposure—who had survived swamps, alli-

The above

TIWUE

was

strode the saddle-bags myself, and Taid upon a
feeble frame the heavy burden of emulating their
toils! Surély
I have a right to celebrate them,
since they came so near being the death of
me.
It is not possible to write of this heroic race of
men without enthusiasm.
But nothing has been
further from my mind than the glorifying of a

CURE

new

cluss

In

was my imagination wrougnt upon by the recital
of their hair-breadth escapes!
How
was my
heart set afire by their contagious religious en-

Twenty-five cents, by Druggists.

IS

brought order out of this chaos.

finely displayed.

water;

dozen copies,

carded, spun, dyed,

:

preachers

advantageous where

AND

was

In a true picture of this life, neither the Indian
nor the hunter is the center-piece, but the circuitrider. More than any one else, the early circuit

-

ear by tepid

wool

disuse.

dash wu-

lyeowi4

Cheapost

the Juté fire to straighten and widen the streets
:

with

woven, cut, and made up in the house; the«cornshucking, wood-choppiung, quilting, apple-peeling,
and country *‘ hoe-down,” had not yet fallen into

pre-

f=] America. $100 to 200. per month cleared on
Bibles and our New Cyclo
tia of the
Horse; reommended a nécessity for all horse
owners.
also
best Maps Charts and

pleted, is no less thu 830 miles long. The au®

structures,

remove

Hence

MENCE

works have been brought into use, and one of
the lines of telegraph, not at last accounts comtaken

usefulto

EY MisTORY.R FERENCE DICTION

Railwaye, telegraph lines and gas~

thorities at Hakoduade have

held sway; the

:

aid, single copy, 19 cents;

the body. The nurrative is said to be in the most
graphic style of the celebrated author, and has
been purchased by a wealthy American for
$2600.
provements.

regaled

wild beagts, on the very road we traveled to
school. In many households the old customs still

in case”of

foo copies, $8.'56. At the office. or by express,
dozen copies, 93 cents; 100 copies, $7.00.—Send the
orders to this office.

andi¢xperience of a soul after its separation from

The news has

wild ‘beasts, Indians, and

| thusiasm, so that at eighteen years of age I be-

HE Register for 1874 is now out of press, and
will be read for delivery as fast as they can
be bound, at this office.—Price, by mail, post-
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wolf, we were
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Instead of imaginary giunt-killers,
children then heard of redl Indian-slayers; instead of Blue-beurds, we had Murrell and his
robbers; instead of Little Red Riding Hood’s
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herewith bring again’ to public notice,
The effort has. been to keep it what an
eminent literary journal has called it,—
“ not only the ablest and best, but also,
as we suppose, the most popular, of
American religious periodicals.” Under

edness and austere piety, can hardly seem real to
those who know the country now.
But the books

tions of confligts

Unequaled by any Medicine Known.

ANOW

ed to be sold to. Malay pirates.

{

$18,000,000, of which $8,000,000 were negotiated
during the present month.

the supposed

These

up, familiar with this stramge wild life. At the
age when other ‘children hear fubles and fairy
stories, my childish fancy was filled with tradi-

That it has made most wonderful cures, no one will
deny. Hundreds of persons, who for months had
been emaciated by coughing, night sweats and raieing of blood, who were thought to be in hopeless
Consumption, have been cured by from one to six
botiles of the European Cough Remedy.
The following certificates just roceived are given
as examples :

ture by a Spanish war steamer in those waters

of two German merchantmen, having on” board

;

found

An unfinished manuscript by De Foe, the au
thor of ¢* Robinson Crusoe,” has been discovered in Paris. Tt is entitled *‘ Six Months in the

government has advices from Manila of the cap-

of this century.

where my grandfather—brave old Indian fighter!
—had defended bis family In a *‘block<house »
built in a wilderness, by*his own hands, I grew

CURE OF SEVERE CASE OF LUNG DISEASE.
Mr. B. H. Larrabee, of Gorham, Me., was cured of
a severe cough, accompanied with bleeding from the
lungs, and restored to health by Clarke's European
Cough Remedy.
CURE OF PHTHISIC
WITH
SEVERE COUGH, OF
LONG STANDING,
Mr. Wm. W. Strout, of Windham, Me., was for
many years afflicted with that distressing malady
the phthisic, accompanied as usual in such cases
with severe coingh was entirely cured by Clarke's
EuropeansCough Remedy.
J
We have certificates enough to fill a volume.
When everything
else has ’ failed the European
Cough Remedy
has often cured in a few days or
weeks,
Prepared by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me.,
Prop etors of Clarke’s Rheumatic
Elixir, &ec.
Sold wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston,
by H. H. Hay and Jobn W. Perkins, & Co., Portland, and'retail by Druggists and Medicine dealers

ed to bave been bought by the Italian government in order to withhold them from publication.
The total yield of coal in Nova Scotia for nine
months to the present time, is 773,428 tous, being
an increaseof 146,959 tons, over the same period

A

beginning

ever is marvelous in the following tale. *
. Living in early boyhood on the very ground

obstinate and long standing coughs, and pulmonary
diseases in general, is

Rattazzi’s posthumous manuscripts are report-

the clergy.

at the

the memory of that time, more than justify What-

University, gives

accident, which it will
serve or remeber:

RELIEVE

to institutions of

Mexico,

to tell will seem strange to

humor, and savage ferocity, of abandoned wick-

that its power to

learning.
A hundred millions a year ought to
buy.& good deal of first-class * learning.”

at Puebla,

tale I have

hunter, war-

this melange of picturesque simplicity, grotesque

European Cough Remedy

that $20,000,000 more were spent for private in-

tablished

For not. among

sharp contrasts of corn-shuckings and campmeetings, of wild" revels followed by wild revivals ; these contacts of highwayman and preacher;

"WE CLAIM
FOR THE

struction at academies and colleges, and more
than $10,000,000 were voluntarily given as dona-

women, hus

West

703

If we are to judge by the cost, the’ young ideas
of this country ought to be well trained.
Last
year $70,000,000 were raised by the directtaxation for the support of schools. It is estimated |

A newspaper, edited by

of Cornell
for

cidedly better.

:

The trial of the Tichborne claimants is adjourn~

is

those who know little of the social life of the

no serious derangement exists. One who feels
tolerubly well often finds that a dose of these-|
Pellets, from their cleansing and renovating effect
: upon the digestive apparatus, makes him feel de-

York, Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago, and San Francisco. Several trips over the Great Western and
Mich. Central sections of this mammoth
line,
have assured us that their patrons get the maximum of attention and care for their comfort at

ed until Nov. 17,when it is expected that important witnesses will have arrived from America.

The

bunches a year, per

the following short rules

system.

the Grand Trunk Railroad between Boston, New

in

story

’

of the early Western adventurers;
rior, settler, and preacher,

An occasional dose of Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant
Purgative Pellets stimulates the stomach and
bowels, restores the appetite and invigorates the

The last rail of the internationdl bridge over
the Niazara River at Buffalo, was laid recently, condpleting an all rail communication via

cap-

in this

was there truer heroism than in the romantic life

size of

of Accident.

Remove water from the

all saved, but the steamer is a complete loss.

The steamer Bavarian of the royal mail line,
bound from Hamilton to Montreal, wis burned

the

is incredible

the Hebrew. prophets, nor among * the Knights
that sat at Arthur's Table Round,” nor amongthe rugged ironsides who followed Cromwell,

never put a hard instrument into the ear.
.
Tf an artery is cut, compress above the wound;
if a vein is cut, compress below.
If ehoked, get upon all fours and cough.
For slight burns, dip the part in cold water;
if the skin 1s destroyed, cover with varnish.
In case of poisoning,
excite
vomiting
by
tickling the throat or by warm water and mustard.
.

ciating clergymen and all the bridal atlendants
were living, but they were so scattered as to
make a complete re-union impracticable.

individaals

of

[STEVES

true
.
A tale of the heroic age‘it is,

are a ‘mar-

round point of a lead pencil.

It was learned, tod, that the offi-

tions from private

sometiples

Ten

Case

ter into them;

A triple silver wedding was celebrated recently in Mansfield, O., in accordance with an agreement made by the three couples, who werd married at the same time in Marion, O., twenty-five
years before.
Since then the friends have been
widely separated, but, mindful of their mutual
promises, they re-united at the homes of two of

the lowest passage tariff,

VV

root is perennial.

For dust in the eyes, avoid

was an excess of 4,171 over the combined number applied for in twenty-three other countries
enumerated by the British Patent Office.
The
number applied for in France was only 4,872, in
Great Britain 3,970, and Belgium, 1,921.

their number.

well.

Prof. Wilder,

the operator manipulates somewhat after the
manner in which the pianist fingers the keys of
his instrument.
From sixty to eighty words can
be transeribed per minute—every letter impressed clearly and distinctly.
The aggregate

THE MAN ON HORSEBACK.

plantation.
This would give over 4,000 bunches
per acre.
Many of these will ‘contain over 100
fruit. It is a favorite food in tropical countries,
and always in demand at the sea-port towns for
shipment,
There are” some people, no doubt,
who live on bananas alone ; but it is not probable
that any great ameunt of work can be got out of
a dozen of that fruit a day.
Southern Florida
and some of the islands on its coast have
proved to be suitable and profitable for the culture of the banana, and instances are mentioned
where the receipts huve heen over $3,000 per
year from a single acre, including some plants
sold. The southern part of California is also
said to be well suited to its growth.
These are
the only parts of the United States where it can
be grown successfully.
1
Here it requires two years to perfect itself,
and, without winter protection, seldom matures
its fruit.

A transcript is being prepared for a suit in the
Marion, Ind., circuit court to test the question
whether the statute forbidding persons with a
visible admixture of negro blood to marry whites

strument is operated with

fleshy,

The

Regimental motto : Cromwell's Army.

hill, isa fair egtimate for the yield of a good | tures of the generation before us, in conflict with

will reduce the salaries of all employees, from
the President down, 10 per cent. Similar reductions are reported from all parts of the country.

is or is not in conflict with

and

transportation

and Pacifie, and

City and Northern

green.

propter vitam, vivendi perdere cansas.”

Java ¥

~Eug,

L

. COFFEE.

CHRISTIAN UNION

ear

bunch of fruit. - When it is gathered the stalk is
cut. Ten feet apart is a good distance to plant
them, . This'gives over 400 per acre, and the
second year there will be ten or twelve plants to
each hill, and soon
will occupy most.of the
ground.
After the first year they require but
little cultivation, the old stalks and leaves acting
as mulch and manure.
Under favorable conditions there is mo cessation of growth.
New
plants and ripe fruit are found at all times, and
a plantation once started lasts for years.
It is probable that no plant was ever cultivated that will yield more food per acre, or result
in greater profit to the owner, where there isa
market for it. It is easily and cheaply gathered,
requiring no pa:kages, and bears handling and

ice bur-

Square at Raleigh, N.

‘Nec

year to mature its fruit, from the first appearance of the plant,
Eich stalk bears but one

Father Phelan,
priest of St. Louis, Mo., having publicly expressed the opinion that the pupils in the public schools graduate to become
horse thieves and blasphemous scoundrels generally, is pertinently reminded by the 7)emocrat
of that city that he himself received bi: instruc-

ied in the Capitol

The leaves

etc.

And glorying in their vows.”
nnyson’s « Idyls ofthe King.”

merous rootlets, haif an inch in diameter.
From
the main root are constantly springing numerous
suckers, which go to form new plants. ' This being its mode of prop:
ion, they can be taken
off
to form new plantations, or remain as they
may be wanted.
In a suitable soil—whigch should be. rich and
moist—and tropical climate,it requires about one

the 4th of

There is said to be a can of nitro-glyc

“order,

Will"

Government.has

of an

Schoolmaster,”

of the World,”

“—Begianers of a better time,

balf a bushel measure, from Which put forth nu-

tion in one of St. Louis’ public schools.

The $rovidenee Taol Company., which is makng 600.000 rifles for the Turkish government,

i

the

pea

Itis large

The new Post Office at New York, for the con-

it.

comprising the State Journal office, was burned
down.
Wednesday.
The loss is upward
of

has received notice: that the Sultan
500,000 more of the same pattern.

of a glossy

residences any-

priated $7,500,000, will be ready

appearance

Hoosier

End

“fhe Voice of one crying in the wilderness.”
Cd
Isaiah

Musa,

vel for size and appearance, sometimes reaching
a leneth of six feet,and eighteen inches in width,

where between sunrise and sunset.”
struction of which

The end has'the

feet, covered with fruit,

it declares that it will be “one

and costly

of the genus

of corn, with purple shuck. This unfolds ove
leaf at a time, displaying two rows—eight to
twelve of tiny little fruit, with its delicate little
blossoms, until it attains a length of two or three

July. No wood is to be used in its construction,
granite, iron and brick being the prineipal materials; 14,000,000 brick have already been used in

best

$100,000.
The Shanks kabeas corpus case in New

une is right when

growth

The stalk is formed of the stems of the leaves in

a

A despatch from Pittsburg, Pa., reports the
deatb of three men and
a lad, in the suburbs of

is not properly a tree, but a plan-

succulent

concentric layers,
reaching, with its leaves,at
‘hight of fifteen or twenty feet, and eight or
ten inches
in
thickness,
and‘
contains no
woody fiber.
From the center.comes the first
bearing . stem, which turns and grows down-

The colored citizens of New York city, on the
81st ult., tendered a reception to Lord Alfred
of admissions to the exhibition from the opening Churchill, of England, whose efforts in behalf of
to the closing dny was 7,250,000.
.1 the colored race in Africa are historical: The
large hall of Cooper Institute, where the recepSnow in portions of Wisconsin is two feet deep,
and the sleighing is fine. In Oshkosh the snow tion took place, was well filled, |

in drifts is three feet deep.
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Boys,” and “Qur Girls,”

by the same mother-heart and artist
hand, are at once artistic and popularly
pleasing; they are chromo-lithographed
by JEHENNE, of Paris, the acknowledged
master of that art in the whole world.

The * Girls” always sold (and do yet)
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for $10 the pair. The “Boys” would
LARD.
0+8
readily bring $12, if sold t"vough the A. Kegs ooorse
SUGAR
P
art-stores, being 20 square iuclies larger, New MAPLE
#B...... 14 @.. 100. ccnenrversaisss
each. But the Boys are the sole propert
of the CrristraN Unto, will not be ofGOLD AND STOCK MARKET,
fered for sale anywhere, and can be obNov. 8, ‘1878.
tained only by subscribers to this paper.
AMERICAN GOLD ..vu0s nansatnnenies
U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES, 1867 ...
U. 8. FivR-TWENTIES OF 1865.

Price, $3 per annum.

prove that
5" Three years’ experience
999 out of very 1,
subscribers, after
much correspondence, order their pictures
MOU
AND DELIVERED.
We shall thereJore issue NO UNMOUNTED PICTURES, bul
make. a uniform charge of 50 cents for
DELIVERING the Premium Pictures, ALL
MOUNTED 81zED AND VARNISHED, ready
Jor immediate framing.

"Terms

1. BrtuER pair delivered, mounted, with

the CHRISTIAN UNION for one year..$3 50
2. EITHER pair delivered in the * POPULAR
GILT FRAMES,” with CHRISTIAN
4 60

8. BorH pairs del % d, mounted, with
3 i CHRISTIAN UNION for two yearsat 675
end money by Postal 'Opders. Check, or Registered letter. Currey a. risk of the lly 5.3
I=5" FIRST COME; FIRST SERVED.1
SPECIMEN
cents.

COPIES

maiied

free on receipt of 6

Good Agents Wanted Everywhere,
J.B.FORD & CO.,Publishers,

27
IF State
is desired,
They will

Park Place, New York.
plainly which Premiom Picture
or, better bing send for both.
be delivered to you free, either

by mail, by express, or by our Agent.
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MEN, Girls. and Boys wanted,to

capital needed.

Dafalonde Terms, &o., sent

¢
y Sell our French and American
elry, Books, Gaines, &0., in their own localities.
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Five out of nine of the leading business houses
in Manchester, Towa, are managed by ladies. It
is suggested that the name of the town be chang-

Wednesday at Lynchburg, aged 88 years.
The Moosie powder mil}, at Hyde Park, Pa.,
exploded Tuesday.marning,and three men were
killed.
A Vienna despatch says that the total number

Author of ** The

hs

Cuba, Clayed..

Bf

“If there is any one thing that ‘‘no
family can afford to be without,” it is an
interesting, comprehensive, trustworthy,
unsectarian newspaper.
And that is
what the Publishers of the

asste~e

Laura Keene, the actress, are announced.
Rev. John Early, D. D., bishop of the Methodist Episcopal :Church of the South, died

Prairie

gives an interesting description of the
its mode
of growth, propagation and
yielded, from which we make the fol
extract:
Hi

The banana

The Shaker Society of South Union, Ky., has
offered to adopt and educate fifty of the children
orphaned by the recent pestilence in Memphis.

of the
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uf

28
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The deaths.of. General "'W. J. Hardee and

Farmer
banana,
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A PAPER FOR ALL FAMILIES.
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¢ The yellow fever is decreasing fast in Memphis and business there is improving rapidly.
B'S

A Louisiana

account of the eapture of the Virginius,

Banana.

;
correspondent

THE WORLD!
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of

will lose abeut $100,000 by the suspension
Clews, Habicht.& Co., of London.

IN

z

says

special

government

the

The

Gen-

condemned and shot at Santiago de Cuba.

eral Ryan, well known in this country, was
It is not thought that any trouble
among them.
will arise between this government and Spain on

”

public schools.

LARGEST CIRCULATION

Circuit Rider :

A TALEOF THE HEROIG AGE.

tried,

been

jards on the Virginius have already

The board of education in Bridgton, N. J., has
decided to exclude colored children from the
Washington

The

Seyeral of the prisoners captured by the Span-

MISCELLANEOUS.

, A

Rural any Domestic.

The money market was. somewhat unsettled
Friday by symptoms of a panic in London.
Discounts advanced to ten per cent, there.

E
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12, 1873.
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Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW'S S00THING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the
period
of teething in children. It relieves AR ohiid’ from
pain,cures wind colic, regul
@ bowels,
bowel and
the
8.
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